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SUMMARY
The f i r s t  part o f  th is  th e s is  i s  concerned with the vibration  
ch a ra cter istics  o f rotating  uniform, rectangular cross-section  can tilever  
beams with p re-tw ist and stagger angles.
A f in i t e  element method o f  so lu tion  o f the d iffe r e n tia l equation o f  motion 
o f a beam o f uniform cro ss-sectio n  i s  presented. The equation o f motions 
are rearranged for the F in ite  Element Method, and su itab le  d eflec tio n  
functions are assumed, to obtain an eigenvalue problem. The natural 
frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes are obtained by so lv in g  th is  
eigenvalue problem.
The resu lts  are compared with those obtained by other in vestiga tors and 
are. shown to have very c lose  agreement.
In the second part the vibration ch a ra cter istics  o f  uniform shrouded 
blade packet i s  in vestiga ted . Results are presented for the packets with two, 
three and s ix  blades with d ifferen t cross-section s and p itch  angles. The 
th eo retica l resu lts  obtained by the F in ite  Element Method for the frequencies 
and some mode shapes are presented with and without rotation .
Experimental resu lts  obtained showed very good agreement with the 
th eoretica l r e su lts .
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NOMENCLATURE
(The symbols not included in  the follow ing l i s t  are defined in  the te x t .)
Au Area o f  a cross-section  o f  blade,b
A Area o f  a cross-section  o f  shroud,s
C Torsional s t i f fn e s s .  n
E Modulus o f  e la s t ic i t y .
[Fp] In ertia  force vector.
[F ] E la s tic  force vector.
xx, yy Co-ordinate axes through the centroid.
XX, YY Principal axes through the centroid.
e
nn Co-ordinate axis through centroid o f  blade cross-section  p a r a lle l
to plane o f  d isc .
££ Co-ordinate axis through centroid o f  blade cro ss-sectio n
perpendicular to plane o f d isc .
22 Longitudinal ax is.
2 Co-ordinate distance measured along undeflected blade from the
root.
<t> S etting  (stagger) angle,
a P re-tw ist angle.
Gt  Torsional displacement,
r Radius o f  d isc  and co-ordinate.
Up P otentia l energy due to centrifugal e f fe c t s ,
v- Strain energy o f  blade elements.
t MJsh
p%h
{A} Vector o f  element gerera lised  displacement amplitudes,
{q} Vector o f  nodal displacements for shroud.
[M| b Mass matrix o f  blade elem ents.
S tif fn e ss  matrix o f  blade elem ents.
Mass matrix o f  shroud elements.
S t if fn e ss  matrix o f  shroud elements.
[C] Transformation matrix for shroud elem ents,
t^ • Thickness o f  blade.
t g Thickness o f shroud.
Y EIs /EIb
b  ^ Width o f blade,
b Width o f  shroud.
I Second moment o f  area o f  shroud and blade elements about rr axis
R Radius o f  shroud and curvature.
Mx Bending moment in  the Zx plane.
My Bending moment in  the Zy plane.
Rp Radius o f  curvature in  the Zx plane,
R2 Radius o f curvature in  the Zy plane,
e Strain .
o S tress.
3 D eflection  angle.
Pb , ps Was5 density o f  blade and shroud m aterial.
K inetic energy o f blade.
Vb Total p o ten tia l energy o f  blade,
w Angular v e lo c ity  o f  rotating  d isc ,
p Natural c ircu lar  frequency.
A Total inward displacement o f  blade and PgAg/p^Ab
X Frequency parameter (pA p^/EI)
xx
yy
xx
YY
Lxy
Second moment o f  area o f  cross-section  about xx a x is .
Second moment o f  area o f  cross-section  about yy a x is .
Second moment o f  area o f cro ss-sectio n  about XX a x is .
Second moment o f  area o f  cross-section  about YY a x is .
Product moment o f  area o f  cro ss-sectio n  about xx and yy axes, 
Non-dimensional parameter and d eflectio n  along the rm a x is .
I Polar moment o f  in e r t ia  about centroid ,e g
L Length o f  blade and Lagrangian function .
Lr Ratio of Length of shroud to Length of Blade
U Displacement function along the xx a x is.
V Displacement function along the yy a x is .
W Displacement function along the 22 ax is.
6 Displacement function for torsion  and co-ordinate,
[C] Transformation matrix for blade elements.
{P} Vector o f nodal displacements for blade.
t  Time.
Ub D eflection  function along the r coordinate for blade.
Vb D eflection  function along the 0 coordinate for blade.
Us D eflection  function along the r coordinate for shroud.
Vg D eflection  function along the e coordinate for shroud.
NB Number o f  b lades.
M Number o f  elements along the shroud.
N ’ Number o f  elements along the blade.
F Centrifugal force acting on shroud elements.
F Centrifugal force acting on blade elements.
{ } Denotes column and row matrix.
[ ] Denotes square matrix.'
T . . •( ) Denotes matrix transposition .
Denotes matrix inversion .
(*) Denotes d ifferen tia tio n  with respect to time.
( !) Denotes d ifferen tia tio n  with respect to Z, r and n.
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CHAPTER 1
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The fa ilu re  o f  blading in  rotating  turbine machines due to  fatigue i s
not uncommon. Blading fa ilu re  normally occurs when the blade i s  v ibrating
at or near resonant condition. Main causes o f ex ita tio n  are unbalanced
forces, r e la tiv e  pressure d ifference around stators and gas flow in  the
c
turbine and compressor. I f  these ex i ta t  ions coincide with a natural 
frequency o f  the blade or system (shrouded blade) large amplitude resonant 
Vibrations occur and the blade or system may consequently f a i l  from fa tig u e . 
Therefore a knowledge o f  the natural vibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f blades and 
system in  the design stage i s  o f  great importance in  pred icting occurence o f  
resonant v ibrations.
The blades used in practice are usually  o f  quite complex form. A 
blade can be tapered in  both depth and width, pre-tw isted  along i t s  length  
and can have cross section  o f  asymmetrical a ero fo il shape which i s  u su ally  
used in  p ra ctice . On the other hand they are usually  shrouded or laced to  
overcome unexpected ex c ita tio n s in  the machine, so that they may vibrate as 
a packet rather than as s in g le  blades, The bladings are often  surrounded by 
steam or gas which introduces damping.
The rotation  o f  the rotor on which the bladings are attached introduces 
a centrifugal force which tends to s t i f f e n  the blading against deformation 
and hence increases the frequencies o f  v ib ration .
Mast o f  the recently  published work on shrouded blade assem blies has 
modelled the shroud as a continuous ring. In th is  present work i t  i s  not 
necessary to  be considered as a complete ring. In practice shrouds are o f  
interlocked type which have two conditions, t ig h t  (ncn-slipping) and slack  
( fr e e -s lip p in g ) .
The equation o f  motion o f  a real shroud blade system under actual 
operating conditions would thus be o f a most complex foim. However, the 
advent o f  the d ig ita l  computer has brought w ithin the realms o f  p ra ctica l
p o s s ib il ity  the so lu tion , by numerical means o f  equations o f  the motion 
where at le a s t  some o f the factors ju st  given are included. For example 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes o f pre-tw isted  beams o f  rectangular 
or a ero fo il cross-section s with d ifferen t se tt in g  angles can be calcu lated  
with confidence. Furthermore, the vibration  ch aracter istics  o f  a s in g le  
or shrouded blades are a lso  e ffec ted  by the type o f  root f ix in g  and d isc  
v ib ration s. The blade roots can be pinned or clamped types for certa in  
blade designs. The shroud, for the derivation o f  the equation o f  motion, 
can be approximated as a concentrated mass or e la s t ic  spring, according to  
the type o f  blade packet.
1 .2  ORIGINS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
One o f  the e a r l ie s t  examples o f  the f in i t e  element method o f  v ibration
-j
analysis was presented by R. Courant as an approximate so lu tion  o f  the 
S t. Venant torsion  o f  an irregular cro ss-sectio n , based on the p rin cip le  o f  
minimum p o ten tia l energy. This method u t i l i s e d  an assembly o f  triangular  
elements that were each lin ear  in  warping displacement.
Further work on vibration  o f continuous systems in  the 1950’s employed
numerical methods on a lumped parameter system which c lo se ly  modelled the
real system. The or ig in a l concept o f the F in ite  Element Method, as applied
?to  so lid  continua has been attributed  to  Turner, Clough, Martin and Topp 
who applied matrix displacement methods to plane s tress  problems through 
rectangular and triangular elements. Later Argyris derived the s t i f fn e s s  
matrix o f  a plane rectangular panel in h is  work on matrix stru ctu ral an a ly sis .
However, the element s t if fn e s s  matrices derived by these researchers 
were not based on the f ie ld  equations o f the en tire  e la s t ic  media u n til  
Okumara  ^ in vestigated  the matrices which exactly  expressed the ch a ra cter istic s  
o f  the e la s t ic  and r ig id  elements o f a system by so lv ing th e ir  d if fe r e n t ia l  
equations and supplementing th is  by the tables o f various m atrices.
5The problem was investigated  by Archer and further examined in
references (1 , 6 , 7 , 8) although atten tion  was mainly directed  towards cases o f
concentrated loads and point displacements defined at particu lar points in
the system. These methods generated diagonal matrices by lumping the mass
o f elements at arbitrary points even when no actual concentrated mass
ex isted . Since the early  1960’s i t  has been apparent that the f in it e
element analysis i s  an approximate Ritz method associated  with varia tion a l
. 9p rin cip le  in  continuum mechanics. In 1963 P estel and Leckie used the idea  
o f  synthesising  a complex system from components with simple e la s t ic  and 
dynamiic ch a ra cter istic s , held together by the restra in ts  o f  the s ta t ic  and 
dynamic properties o f  the en tire  system.
The shortcomings o f  the lumped parameter methods were recognised and
overcome simultaneously and independently by A rcher^ with the F in ite
11Element Method, and by Leckie & Lindberg with f iv e  d ifferen t models. The 
fiv e  models
a) Concentrated mass, concentrated s t i f fn e s s .
b) Concentrated mass, d istrib u ted  s t i f fn e s s .
c) D istributed mass, concentrated s t i f fn e s s .
d) D istributed mass and s t i f fn e s s .
e) An improved model with d istrib u ted  mass and s t i f fn e s s .
were compared for th e ir  ca lcu lated  values o f  frequency for simply supported, 
clamped and free beams up to  the fourth mode, when i t  was apparent that 
only the la s t  model y ielded  good resu lts  for a l l  forms o f  boundary
conditions. Both the methods o f  Archer and Leckie and Lindberg used
shape functions to  form the p o ten tia l and k in e tic  energy equations, and were 
hence ca lled  consisten t mass matrix formulation approaches.
Generally the theory o f the f in it e  element method i s  based on the 
fundamental knowledge in  every f i e ld . .  The theory o f  the f in i t e  element 
method l i e s  in  the follow ing sources.
1) Functional analytic theory o f p a r tia l d iffe r e n t ia l equations.
2) Theory o f approximation by piecew ise polynomial functions.
3) Computer sc ience.
4) Concrete applications in  d ifferen t subjects such as 
mechanics, heat tran sfer , f lu id  mechanics e tc .
I t  i s  very c lear that a l l  the above mentioned sources have contributed
greatly  to the. present day development o f the f in i t e  element method.
1.3 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
As mentioned e a r lie r  the f in it e  element method i s  an extension o f  
the Rayleigh-Ritz method and in  order to  understand the former the la t te r  
methods are introduced.
1 .3 .1  Rayleigh’s Method
Energy methods have been used for a very long time for the so lu tion  o f
vibration  and s ta b i l i ty  problems. The Rayleigh's method i s  one o f  them.
This method can be applied to many problems in  engineering with many degrees 
o f freedom in  order to determine the fundamental frequency o f v ibrations  
which i s  the one most e a s ily  chosen in  p ra ctice .
When a system undergoes simple harmonic motion the mean value o f  
p oten tia l and k in e tic  energies are equal. For a longitudinal v ibration  o f
a uniform cross-sectioned  blade th is  method can be applied as below. The
stra in  and k in e tic  energies are given by the equations (A2-15) and (A2.21).
v= M f  f® )2 dx
2 o &
and L
T = ( U2 dx ...........(1 .2)
o
A
Assuming that the displacement curve can be given by U = U(x) s in  p t  
where p i s  a c ircu lar frequency. The mean values o f  the p o ten tia l and 
k in e tic  energies, which w i l l  depend on the displacement curve assigned,
w ill  involve the as yet unknown circu lar  frequency p . Substitu ting the 
expression o f  the d eflec tio n  in to  the p o ten tia l and k in e tic  energies and
2 t taveraging over a period T = —-  they become:
P
v  =  a .* )
. o
and T = C  U2 dx ( . . . . ( 1 . 4 )
4 J 
o
2Thus, V w i l l  be independent o f  p and T w i l l  be in  the form p Z where 
Z i s  a lso  independent o f  p. Then the method can be applied in  the follow ing  
form.
T = p2 Z
p 2 = -  _____(1.5)
2
r L ( ® ) 2 dx
or A = Jo dx ........... (1.6)
r  L 2^ j
3 uo
Consequently the method can be analysed as fo llo w s: In the funda­
mental mode o f v ibration  o f  an e la s t ic  system, the d istr ib u tion  o f  k in e tic  and 
p oten tia l energies i s  such as to  make the frequency a minimum. The 
frequency o f v ibration  o f a system constrained to  give assumed displacement 
curve can be calcu lated . I f  the method i s  applied to  th is  system the
frequency cannot be le s s  than the exact fundamental frequency o f  the system.
But by a good approximation th is  frequency w i l l  be very c lo se  to  the true 
fundamental frequency.
1 .3 .2  Rayleigh-Ritz Msthod
In Rayleigh’s method the additional constraints increase the r ig id ity  and 
as a consequence, the p o ten tia l energy o f the system. Therefore the 
frequency determined by Rayleigh’s method i s  always higher than the exact 
va lu e.
I t  was l e f t  to see that the method can be greatly  improved and the 
method o f obtaining any ch a ra cter istic  modes was thus developed. Ritz 
extended the method including more than one adjustable variable by rea liz in g  
that the d eflectio n  curve can be made up o f a lin ea r  combination o f  
adm issible ser ie s  o f functions.
U = I  a± ^  (x)  (1.7)
i= l
Where ou ( i  = 1 , 2 , 3  . . .  .n) are constants and <f>^ (x) are functions o f
x that are approximations o f  the displacement curve.
Substitu ting equation (1.7) in to  equation (1.6) the frequency
parameters X i s  then given by:
n n , ,
r L i  a. ^ (x )  *.(x)  dx
X = 0 1=1 j =1--------- --------------—  .......   (1 . 8 )
A j n n
i  l  I ai  a- ^ (x )  ,j>.(x) dx
i= l  j= l  J J
The c o e ffic ie n ts  a p  a2 , a3 , ...................... °n are adj usted in  such a wa>"
as to reduce to a minimum the natural frequencies o f  v ibration .
Consequently a^, a2, .......................... can be determined by the system o f
equations:
9X = o  i  = 1, 2 ..................n . . . . . ( 1 . 9 )
9a'l
Completing the lim it  process by le t t in g  n «> a lim it function can be 
obtained, provided th is  ser ie s  converges.
n
U = 2 o. <f>, (x)  (1.10)
i= l 1 1
I t  i s  enough to consider n terms o f the ser ie s  to obtain a c lose  
approximation to frequency o f  v ibration , provided the 4>^ (x) i s  ca re fu lly  
chosen.
1 .3 .3  General Survey and F in ite  Element Method
The equations o f bending-bending vibrations were derived by several
12authors Di Prima and Handelman obtained the d iffe r e n tia l equations and 
solved them by the Rayleigh-Ritz method using fourth order polynomials as 
approximations to the dynamic d efle c tio n  curves. The fundamental 
frequencies were obtained for pre-tw isted  beams o f  various w idth/thickness 
ra tio s  with p re-tw ist up to 29 degrees. Experimental resu lts  were not 
presented. •
13Troesh, Anliker and Zeigler derived the d iffe r e n tia l equations and 
solved them by an a n a ly tica l method. However, the experimental re su lts  were 
not given.
G eiger^ examined the natural frequencies o f  beam o f various width/ 
thickness ra tio s  in  the range 2:1 to 20:1 with p re-tw ist angles up to  45 
degrees. Experimental mode shapes were not determined.
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The application  o f the Myklestad's method i s  indicated by Rosard .
Rosard a lso  determined the experimental natural frequencies for beams o f  
w idth/thickness ra tio s  in  the range 4:1 to 12:1 with p re-tw ist angles up to 
40 degrees and compared the two r e su lts . Calculated values o f  the f i r s t  
three modes o f  v ibration  were presented, but no experimental mode shapes 
were given. Since experimental procedure used were not very refin ed , the 
accuracy o f  the experimental resu lts  are in  doubt.
A nalytical so lu tion s o f  pre-tw isted  rods o f  uniform cro ss-sectio n s
•I f i
were given by Anliker and Troesch who considered a number o f  boundary 
conditions. Eight d ifferen t se ts  o f  end conditions were used and the 
resu lts  obtained for the f i r s t  four eigen values were p lo tted  against the 
p re-tw ist angle up to 45 degrees. Mode shapes were not presented and the 
th eo retica l re su lts  were not compared with experimental r e su lts .
17Slyper examined the th eo retica l frequency ra tio s  for s e ts  o f  pre- 
tw isted rectangular cross-section  beams o f varying w idth/thickness ra tio s  
and p re-tw ist angles up to 180 degrees, by the Stodola Method. Theoretical
resu lts  were compared with experimental resu lts  and tnose o± otner 
in v estig a to rs. In the Stodola method i t  i s  necessary to elim inate from the 
assumed d efle c tio n  curve components o f  the mode lower than the one required. 
This ca lcu la tion  causes inaccuracy in  the higher modes i f  the lower mode 
shapes were not determined accurately and also increases the computing time.
The well-known Bernoulli-Euler theory o f bending vibrations does not 
give accurate re su lts  for the higher modes, and a lso  for lower modes where 
the cro ss-sectio n a l dimensions o f  the beam i s  not very small when compared to 
the length. These equations are s u f f ic ie n t ly  accurate for r e la t iv e ly  
slender beams and for the determination o f  lower modes.
18The e f fe c t  o f  rotary in e r tia  was f i r s t  introduced by Rayleigh and 
19Timoshenko extended i t  by including the e f fe c t  o f  shear displacements.
The Timoshenko beam equations have been solved by many in v estig a to rs.
20Dengler and Goland obtained a laplace transform so lu tion  for  the flexural
response o f a uniform in f in ite  beam to a transverse impulse. Sutherland 
21and Goodman solved the Timoshenko beam equations for the simply supported 
and can tilever  beams.
22Recently Cowper deduced the Timoshenko beam equations by the 
in tegration  o f three dimensional e la s t ic i t y  equations through the use o f  the 
concepts o f  average displacements and average rotations over the beam 
sectio n s. Hence, a new formula i s  obtained for the shear c o e f f ic ie n t ,  
which did not agree with the d e fin it io n , the ra tio  o f  average shear s tr e ss  
to the maximum shear s tre ss  o f  the centroid as given from a parabolic  
d istr ib u tio n .
22Cowper" calcu lated  the shear c o e ff ic ie n t  o f  a rectangular cross-
section  which i s  k = 10(l+v) /  (12+llv) where v i s  the Poisson’s r a t io .
However th is  so lu tion  does not answer the point put forward by many authors,
23namely the dependence o f  k on the mode o f  v ib ration s. Prescott showed 
that the shear s tress  d istr ib u tion  i s  parabolic for low frequencies. The 
value k can be found from the formula given in  r e f . (2 2 ) by putting zero for
poisson r a t io , for rectangular cro ss-sectio n  d earn k = 5 /0  wmcn agrees wiui
2
that based on high frequency vibration  modes, namely k = it / 1 2 .
The Timoshenko type flexure and torsion  theories o f  bending, bending-
torsion  v ibrations were a lso  derived by Carnegie ^ ^ ^ . The vibration
o f pre-tw isted  beams i s  a complex problem and a d ig ita l  computer has to be
(27)
used in  order to find  a numerical r e su lt . Carnegie, Dawson and Thomasv J 
presented the application  o f the Runge-Kutto numerical in tegration  method to 
a uniform can tilever  beam. The authors determined the vibrations o f  an
aero fo il cross-section  beam o f  p re-tw ist angles in  the range 0 to 90 degrees, 
for which the f i r s t  f iv e  frequencies were obtained and compared with
2 g
experimental r e su lts . Montaya a lso  examined the same problem and gave 
the f i r s t  seven th eoretica l frequencies o f  h ighly pre-tw isted  non-uniform 
turbine blade. The e la s t ic  coupling o f  bending and torsional deformations 
due to the pre-tw isted  nature o f  the beam fib res was taken in to  account, 
agreement between experimental and th eoretica l resu lts  was sa tis fa c to ry .
29Dawson investigated  the e f fe c t  o f shear and rotary in te r t ia  on the 
frequencies and mode shapes o f  rectangular cross-section  uniform beams with  
p re-tw ist angles in  the range 0 to 90 degrees. The experimental resu lts  
were compared with th eoretica l r e su lts .
Most o f  the methods mentioned in  the previous paragraphs were in it ia te d  
before the d ig ita l  computers. In the recent years in vestigators have been 
studying these methods to reformulate them in  matrix notations which i s  a 
w ell su ited  formulation for d ig ita l computers. The F in ite  Element method 
i s  a powerful method, so far introduced by these authors.
The f in i t e  element method i s  b a s ica lly  a sp ec ia l form o f  Ritz a n a ly sis . 
The e ssen tia l feature o f the method i s  that the continuum is  divided in to  a 
number o f sliaped regions (or f in i t e  elements) and shape functions are 
introduced w ithin the element regions, the m aterial properties o f  the actual 
system being retained in  the elements.
The standard procedure o f the application  o f  the f in i t e  element method
to  free vibration problems o f beams i s  as follow s:
The beam i s  divided in to  a number o f elements and each element i s  
segmented from the beam, and in  order to restore the equilibrium o f an 
element external forces are applied a t the ends o f an element. Hence each 
element performs forced vibrations and force equilibrium  at the ends o f  an 
element can be w ritten  as follow s: (
[Fs] + [Fi] + [P(t)] = 0  . . . . . ( 1 . 1 1 )
where [Fs] , [Fi] and [P(t)]  are e la s t ic ,  in e r t ia  and dynamic applied force  
vectors resp ectiv e ly .
Now, an assumed d eflectio n  function can be introduced for an element
as :
V =. f  (x ,y) - .......... (1.12)
in  which V i s  independent shape function which s a t is fy  the geometric boundary 
conditions o f the system. I f  th is  displacement function i s  represented by 
the displacement vector {V} a t the ends (nodal points) o f  elem ents, forces at 
the ends can be w ritten  in  terms o f  displacement vector and m aterial 
properties. The e la s t ic  force:
[Fs] = [K] {V}  (1.13)
where [K] i s  the structural s t if fn e s s  matrix.
And in er tia  force:
[Fi] = [M] {V}  (1.14)
where [M] i s  the mass matrix and {V} acceleration .
Now su b stitu tin g  equations (1.13) and(1.14) in to  equation (1.11) 
equilibrium equation becomes:
[K] {V} + [M] {V} + [P(t)] = 0  (1.15)
I f  the actual beam is  divided in to  a number o f (n) elements there w i i l  be n 
equations o f the foregoing type. For whole beam they are assembled 
together by imposing the conditions that a t any junction point continu ity  o f  
displacements should be s a t is f ie d ,  and the to ta l forces acting at the
junction points must be zero. The imposing o f the boundary conditions o f  the
actual beam leads to the simple eigenvalue problem. I f  the displacement
shapes remain constant and th e ir  amplitude vary harmonically, the d isp lace­
ment vector can be expressed as fo llo w s:
{V} = {Y} s in  (pt) .........Cl-16)
Substituting equation (1.16) in to  equation (1.15) i t  becomes:
( [K] -  p 2 [M] ) {Y} = 0  : ............ (1 .1 7 )
which i s  simple eigenvalue problem, i t  can be solved by using many methods.
1 .4  THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The complex geometry o f  turbine and compressor blading in  p ractice  
brings d if f ic u lty  in accurately ca lcu la tin g  the vibration  ch a ra cter istic s  o f  
blading.
D ifferent d e fin itio n s  are given by many authors for the shear centre, 
centre o f flexure and centre o f  torsion . The bending o f  a beam takes p lace  
about the centre o f  flexure a x is , and the torsion  o f a beam takes p lace about 
centre o f torsion . When the centre o f  flexure and mass axis are c o llin e a r ,  
as in  rectangular cross-section  beams, the bending vibrations in  the two 
peipendicular principal planes occur independently and in  addition there i s  
an independent torsional v ibration . When the blade i s  p re-tw isted , bending that 
takes place simultaneously about two perpendicular axes passing through the 
cen tre-o f-flex u re , couple together, resu ltin g  in  a vibration o f the bending- 
bending type, the torsional vibration remaining uncoupled.
In p ractice the torsion al component o f  the mode shape produces very 
l i t t l e  e f fe c t  on the f i r s t  or second mode o f  v ibration  as the distance o f  
the centroid from the cen tre-o f-flexu re i s  usually  very sm all.
The th eoretica l approach to the vibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  the 
rotating pre-tw isted  blades lias been in vestigated  by many authors. I t  i s  
simply the B em ulli-E u ler equation o f  e la s t ic  beam d eflec tin g  in three  
dimensions and a lso  including torsion . The equation o f  motion for
stationary p o sitio n  i s  given in  Appendix 1. The energy expressions due to  
rotation  i s  derived in  the second chapter and both equations are re-arranged 
for the F in ite  Element Method.
The F in ite  Element method i t s e l f  i s  an application  o f the Ritz method,
11and so expected d eflec tio n  functions are chosen. Lekie and Lindberg have 
found th at in  the case o f uniform beams without p re-tw ist a cubic polynomial 
with nodal parameters i s  sa tis fa c to ry  to represent the real d e flec tio n  o f  the 
beam. In the f i r s t  part o f  th is  th esis  these d eflectio n  functions in  x and 
y d irections are considered to be cubic polynomials, and those in  the Z 
d irection  and for torsion  are assumed to have lin ea r  form.
I t  i s  shown by many authors that the shear and rotary in er tia  e f f e c t s ,  
for a beam o f w idth/thickness ra tio  8 :1 , length 6 in . and rectangular cross-  
section  are very small for the f i r s t  four natural frequencies. The 
th eoretica l analysis for th is  beam i s  therefore carried out by n eg lectin g  
shear and rotary in e r tia  e f f e c t s .  As i t  i s  a thin beam, these e f fe c ts  are 
not taken in to  consideration in  the shroud equations.
In both section s o f th is  present work matrix representations o f  
energy equations are derived for the so lu tion  o f the problem. Having 
obtained the stab le  convergence the element properties ( s t if fn e s s  and mass 
matrices) are determined.
The shroud in  the second part o f th is  present work i s  studied  
separately, as a fu l l  ring for stationary and rotating  conditions.
1.5 Statement o f Work
. The work outlined in  th is  th es is  was carried out by the author in the 
Department o f  Mechanical Engineering, U niversity o f  Surrey.
CHAPTER 2
VIBRATIONS OF ROTATING CANTILEVER BLADING: THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE
FREQUENCY PROBLEM BASED ON FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In th is  chapter a f in i t e  element method i s  developed for the study o f  
vibration  ch aracter istics  o f  a pre-tw isted  rotating can tilever  blade with  
d ifferen t se tt in g  angles and rotation a l speeds.
The complete "set o f  d iffe r e n tia l equations for pre-tw isted  blade has
30 31been derived by Carnegie * as w ell as many other authors. , These 
equations are then applied to  beams o f  rectangular cross-section s with  
d ifferen t p re-tw ist and se tt in g  angles w ithin the range 0 to 90 degrees, a fter  
rearranging them in to  the F in ite  Element form.
The e f fe c t  o f  rotation al speed on v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  
d ifferen t can tilever  blades i s  studied and compared with the other availab le  
published r e su lts .
2.2 CALCULATION OF BASIC COMPONENTS
2 .2 .1  Energy Expressions due to Centrifugal Force
Figure 2.1 shows a pre-tw isted  rectangular cro ss-sectio n  blade which i s  
mounted encastre a t the root on the periphery o f  a d isc , rota tin g  in  the 
(n,Z) plane with a constant rotational speed (w) .
The p oten tia l energy stored due to the d eflec tio n s in  the d irection s  
£,n and Z under centrifugal force can be determined as fo llow s. I f  the 
blade d e fle c ts  in  the (Z,n) plane as in  Figure 2.1 the lin e  o f  action  o f  the 
centrifugal force , F on the element dZ remains p a r a lle l to the (ZZ) a x is .  
Therefore the force component dF^  in  the d irection  £ i s  zero and so i s  the 
p oten tia l energy dU .
Thus:
dU = dF? . 5 .......... (2 .1)
U? = 0 .......... (2.2)
Since dF, = 0.
In the (n,Z) plane the force has two components which are dFg along
the Z d irection  and dF  ^ along the n d irection . Hie centrifugal force on an
element i s  given by:
dF = p..fy dZ.u2 . (r + Z)  (2.3)
Therefore:
dF = dF s in  3n
where, s in  3 =  ti
r + Z
Substitu ting equations (2.3) and (2.5) in to  equation (2.4) gives:
dFn = p .A u 2ti dZ  (2 .6)
Since the force dF^  increases lin ea r ly  from zero a t p o sitio n  A to a value 
determined by equation (2.6) at B, the average force during the d efle c tio n  ri 
i s  dF^/g. The force and motion in  the same d irection  o f  the resu ltin g  gain
in  p o ten tia l energy is :
dun = ' I  dFn • *  ^
dUn = - |  p \  J  n2 dZ  (2 .8)
and for the en tire  blade:
un = -  J  pi^a2 [  n2 dZ  (2.9)
The centrifugal force dF on an element in  the undeflected p o sitio n  A 
i s  given by equation (2 .3 ) ,  in  the d eflected  p o sitio n  B the force component 
dFg in  the Z d irection  is :
dFg = dF cos 3  (2.10)
I t  can thus be seen that for the small displacements cos 3~ 1 and the 
force component in  the Z d irection  can be regarded as constant and i s  given  
by equation (2 .3 ) . The p o ten tia l energy stored by th is  force can be w ritten
as:
duz = dFz • A ......
since dF  ^ = dF
dUz = dF . A  (2.12)
(2.4)
(2.5)
where A i s  the to ta l displacement in  the Z d irection  o f  the element dZ in  
moving from the zero p o sitio n  A to the d eflected  p o sitio n  B, A can be 
calcu lated  as follow s:
An element before and a fter  d eflectio n  showing the 
r e la tiv e  displacement dA o f the ends.
As shorn in  Figure 2.3 dA i s  an inward displacement o f  one end re la tiv e  to  
the other in  the Z d irection .
From Figure 2,3
N~o
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dZ2 = d«2 + (dZ -  dA)2 (2.13)
where:
(2.14)
From equation (2.13) i t  can e a s ily  be shown that:
dA (2.15)
Substituting equation (2.14) in to  equation (2.15):
(2.16)
The displacement o f an element is :
(2.17)
Now equation (2.12) can be w ritten  as
z
+
o
For the en tire  blade i t  is :
■Z
Hence the to ta l p o ten tia l energy gained due to centrifugal e f fe c ts  i s :
+ U2 + U ......... (2.19)F £ Z n v J
and, then su b stitu tin g  equations (2 .2 ) , (2 .9) and (2.18) in to  equation (2.19)
gives: .
L Z
UF = PV 2(  (  [ # 2 + d S " 1 2 j dZ ......... (2 ' 2° )
From Figure 2.2 the relationsh ip s between £,n and x , y can be w ritten  as:
n = y s in  cf> - x cos $............................................................................ ......... (2.21)
£ = y  cos + x s in  <f>............................................................................ ......... (2.22)
Substituting equations (2.21) and (2.22) in to  equation (2.20) g ives:
uF = i p v 2 .[ l {  (r+z) f 2 K f 2 + ] dg -
2 2 2 2 7-  (x cos $ -  2xy s in  cos <j> + y s in  <f>) V dZ......................... ......... (2.23)
2 .2 .2  P oten tia l Energy o f  a Stationary Pre-Twisted Blade
As mentioned in the introduction, having in i t i a l  p re-tw ist causes 
coupling between the x and y axes so the energy expression derived for the 
stationary p o sitio n  i s ,  from (A2-10) 15,18)
* m i  ^ 2 + EV  (fi^ + 1F (^ 2 +
 ^ C ,36 ,2  
+ 7  3Z( f f - ) 2 + ( f | ) 2 ]  dZ  (2.24)
Hence the to ta l p o ten tia l energy becomes:
Vb = v. + UF ...  (2.25)
when the gravitation al e f fe c ts  are ignored.
2 .2 .3  K inetic Energy Expression o f  a Blade in  Combined Bending-Bending Torsion 
From (A2 -  21,23,25)
Tb = I  &  (pyyj2 + PAby 2+ Pi cg e 2 + p A ^ d z   (2.26)
O
2 .2 .4  D eflection  Functions
Expected d eflection  functions along the d irections are chosen in  the 
follow ing foim. They can also  be seen in  Figure 2 .4 .
U = a b + a 2 z + a 3z 2 + a . Z 3  (2.27)
V = a5 + afiZ + a?Z2 + agZ3   (2.28)
W = SLg + &2q2  (2.29)
0 = + a122 . . . . . ( 2 . 3 0 )
2 .2 .5  Transformation of the Energy Expressions in to  F in ite  Element Form 
For convenience o f ca lcu lation s the expressions w il l  be changed in to
non-dimensional form, by using the follow ing equations:
Z = ri£ ..........( 2 . 31)
where (&) i s  the length o f a blade element.
dZ = £dn
When Z = 0 n = 0
Z = I  , n = 1
Substituting equation (2.31) in to  equations (2 .2 3 ), (2 .2 4 ), (2.26) and (2.30) 
they become:
UF " * PV “2 ^  * ^ " 6 * + (|n^) dnl  dll2
•[£*  ( i y 2  c
(%)2 i<»\.2r(o-^ sin^> -  2UV sin  <p cos $ +-  j u 'o'-
co s2 4.) j  dni   (2 .32 )
311(1 2 ' ,  - 2
2 ' +
« = C1 r m z z  M M  EIxy / 32U \/32V V  Eboc ( & _
Jo L 2 * 3 W  * 3 2«,3 v 3n. ;
+ .7 1  (f^ -) + 7 7  ( a ^ )  ]  dni  C2-33}
and displacement functions in non-dimensional form becomes:
2 3U = ax + a2n + a^ ri + a^ ri . . . . .  (2.34)
2 3V = a  ^ + a^n + ayn + agn .......... (2.35)
W = ag + a1Qn . . . . . ( 2 . 3 6 )
0 = a n  + ai 2n  (2.37)
Then the k in etic  energy expression is :
T “ I" (p^b^2+ p A u ^  p lc 6 2 + P-Ajy2) dn............................. .......... (2.58)
o . ' ® ' 1
I t  i s  assumed that the d eflectio n  functions in  the form o f  a general
function containing undetermined constants are as follow s:
y  = 1 °S* n* . . . . . ( 2 . 3 9 )
i= l 1
Hie re la tion  between the general displacement y and generalised  displacement 
amplitudes: a 's  in  matrix notation i s :
y = [<j>] {A} . . . . . ( 2 . 4 0 )
The displacements o f the nodes are determined by sub stitu tin g  the nodal co­
ordinates in to  the model. Hence the follow ing matrix equation can be 
obtained:
{P} = [C] {A}  (2.41)
where {p} i s  the vector o f  nodal displacements. Equation (2.41) can be 
w ritten  in  the follow ing form to give:
{A} = [Cf1 ] {P}  (2.42)
where [C ] i s  ca lled  displacement transformation matrix which i s  square,
hence the to ta l number o f generalised co-ordinates equals the to ta l number o f  
jo in t  degrees o f  freedom.
When equation (2.42) i s  substitu ted  into equation (2 .4 0 ), the 
generalised displacement amplitudes are elim inated, as:
y  = [*] [ f 1] {p >  (2.43)
Equation (2.43) expresses the displacements a t any point in  terms o f  
displacements o f  the nodes {P}.
The displacement functions (U, V, W, 6) can be w ritten  in  the form 
o f  equation (2 .4 1 ).
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{P} = [CJ {A} .......... (2.44)
which i s  the same as equation (2.41) and i t  can be w ritten  in  the form:
-1
{A} = [C ] {P} . . . . . ( 2 .4 5 )
Now, a l l  the displacement functions can be expressed in  matrix form 
as follow s:
U = [*x] {A}  (2.46)
V = [4>2] {A}  (2 .47 )
w = [*3] (A> .  (2.48)
0 = [*4] {A}  (2.49)
and su b stitu tin g  equation (2.45) in to  equations (2.46) and (2.49) a l l  the 
unknown c o e ff ic ie n t  matrices v a il  be elim inated.
U = 1 ^ ] [C'1] {P}  (2.50)
v  = U>2] [C'1] {P} .......... (2.51)
W = [*3] [C-1 ] (P) . . . . . ( 2 . 5 2 )
6 = t*4] [C'1] iP>......................................................................................... (2.53)
The derivation o f these d eflec tio n  functions with respect to n and time t ,  
i s  as follow s:
f f  = 'H p  [C"1] {P}  (2.54)
f^ r  = [*i'] [C_1] (P>  (2.55)
f f  = [ q ]  [C"1] {PJ  (2.56)
[C.'1] {P>  (2.57)
j  = [*2 ] [C"1! {P}  C2 -58^
au .
Bn
«2a u
dr]2
du
at
9v
3n
a2v
 ^ 2an
av
at
aw
an
aw
at
ae
3n
i i
8t
U'
U"
u
V'
V"
* *'*' -
V = I f  = [*2] [C'1] (P)  (2.59)
w' = | f  = [*3 ] EC'1] {P>  (2.60)
W = = [*7] [C"1] {P>  (2.61)3J
= [*4 ] [C_1] {P}  (2.62)
£  = [*4 ] [C_1] (PJ  (2.63)
These w il l  a l l  be used in  the energy expressions, where [C ] ,  [<k],
1 I » t ft tl
[§ 2)  > [$3 ]* [b 2 l>  ^ 3 ^  [^4 ] > and are as given below*
From equation (2.44) one can e a s ily  find  the inverse o f  matrix [C 
as follow s:
a.
ar
a.
a.
a10
ll l
a12
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-3 -2 0 0 0 0 3 -1 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 -2 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -3 -2 0 0 0 0 3 -1 0 0
0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 -2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1
U.
Uf .1
V~
Wi
4 + 1
Ui_+1
Vi+1
VJ ± 1
Vi+1
i+1
and
{A}
» l ]
[<f>2] 
[^ 3  
1*4 J
1*13 
1*1 ] 
1*2 ] 
1*2] 
1*3 ]
[*4]
E'1] {P}
[1 n n2 n ^ o o ' o o - o ' o o o ]
2[o o o o 1 n n n 0 0 o oj
[o o 0 0 o o o o l r i o o ]
p o o o o o o o o o l r i j
Zp  1 2ri 3ti o o o o o o' o oj
[o o 2 6ri 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  oj
2[0 o o o o 1 2ri 3  ^ o o o o]
[o o 0 o o o 2  6 n o o o o ]
[o o o o o o o o o l o o ]
[o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 ]
.(2 .64 )
.(2 .65)
. ( 2 . 66)
.(2 .67)
,(2 .68)
(2.69)
(2.70)
(2.71)
(2.72)
(2.73)
where {p} represents the time derivative vectors o f  the generalised  
displacement vector.
Substitu ting equations (2.46) to (2.63) in to  equations (2 .3 2 ), (2.33) 
and (2.38) matrix expressions o f  the energy equations can be obtained as:
11 f
T = 1 {P} pAbJt [C"1] y  ( [ ^ ] T + [ ^ ] T [*2] + [*3] T o 3] +
+ r [* 4] T [*4])dn [C'1] {P}  (2 .74)
Iwhere y = eg
Ab
I T
y  = %2 * V
Up = I {P}T pAba.'2[C'1] T- f  { [ r  + Ci-l)jfc + [ ^ ] T [ ^ ]  dr^ +
O O i
A  t T , ni f t  A  , T ,
J [*x] [*x] dn + . . .+  J [ f[ ]  E^] dni  + J  [*2] [*2] dn
° 2 2 2  o f i  o i l
1 n •
( [*2]T dn2 + 1 £*2  ^ ^  dni5] dni £  “J 2 3 i  io
1T
- 1 {P}A [£~a] 3 {s" [*1^  [*i  ^ " 2SClh]X[h ] + r  [h ]T . .2 r f - 1 /  f  ro2 r j. iT  r ,  i , c r r ,  - J r . ,  n ^ r 2 r ,  lTo
[*2] } dPi [C_1] (P)  (2.75)
where S and C stand for s in  <j> and cos <f> resp ective ly .
As i t  i s  shown in  appendix (1 .2 9 ), (1.32) and (1.34) there i s  a 
relationsh ip  between second moment o f area terms given by:
u t :  „ .  V i  
I/:<1
2and s in  a. = \  (1 -  cos 2a.)l   ^ v l
2cos = \  (1 + cos 2a^)
where i s  the p re-tw ist angle varying as:
a  ^ = + aTl . . . . . ( 2 . 7 6 )
where a i s  an element p re-tw ist angle o f the blade.
In another form the second moment o f area terms can be w ritten  as follow s
Jxx = Ixx. f1 + v) + i (1 " v) cos 2ai ]  (2 *77)i
V  = Ixx. 11 (1 + v) + l  (v '  1} C0S 2“i ] . . . . . ( 2 . 7 8 )
V  = h x .  [ l  (v " s in  2 “i ]  (2 -79)
Substitu ting equations (2 .7 7 ), (2.78) and (2.79) in to  equation (2.33) 
i t  becomes:
r 1 r  EIxxi 2 EIxxi♦ -  ( —4 ^  [ ( 1  + v) + (v -  1) cos 2a.] U"* + — (v - 1 )
o L H  2f5
El • 7
s in  2 a. U" V" + - [(1 + v) + (X -  v) cos 2a.] V" +
1 4*r x
f r  e ’ 2 + f r  w ’ 2 J d,1i   <2 -80)
Then, su b stitu tin g  matrix expressions o f  functions, i t  becomes:
T A  n T
v- = I  *^xxi [C ( f  [(1 + v) + (v -  1) cos. 2 a . ]  [<{>-,]
3 o  ^ 1
2 t r
T
[fjJ + 2 (v -  1) s in  2a^ [<j>2] + [(1 + v) + (1 -  v) cos 2ai ]
11 T it i T , j T ,
[*,'] [*,'] + Cx [4 , ]  [4 3] + C2 [(,.] £<(.4 ]fdn± [C_1 ]{P)  (2 .81)
J
where c . = = 24 —   (2 .82)
S,2
and Elxx-
= 24 pk  (I  + £l.) i 1
t
where k i s  a factor dependent on the cro ss-sectio n a l diamensions.
2 .2 .6  Calculation o f Element Mass• and S tiffn ess  Matrices 
From equation (2.74) mass matrix can be obtained as:
(2.84)
M - pA  ^ [C 1]T[[[(|)1]T [4^ ] + [<f>2]T [^ 2^  + T ^3] [^4]T [^ 4]
[C_1]  (2.85)
[M] = PAb * IS"1]
1 1 /2 1 /3 11/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/ 31/4 1/S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/5 i / e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i / 1\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 1 /3 1 /4 0 0 0 0
1/3 1 /4 1 /5 0 0 0 0
1/5 1/6 0 0 0 0
S>mime t r i 2 1 /7 0 0 0 0
1 1/2 0 0
> 1/3 0 0
T y/ 2
y/ 3
[C_1]
[M ] = pA^ [C-1 ] [Al] [C'1]
where [M] i s  ca lled  element mass matrix.
(2 . 86)
From equation (2 .7 5 ), the element s t if fn e s s  matrix can be w ritten  as:
T 1 I T
(U p ). . = I  (P>T pA^tC'1] U {r + ( i- l)A  + Anp] /  ( [ * ' ]  [* ,] +
’ o 1 o i  l
[ ^ ] T t*2] )  dip | drip [C_1] (P)
1 1 .
From th is:
1
[Kp] = pA^2 [C"1]T {  f [r  + (i-1)A  + Anp] f  ([<t*p] I ^ ]  +
1,1 o o i l
(2.87)
i  , T  ,
[ f ] T [♦ ] ) dn } drip [C_1]
2 1 2 V  1 J 1
(2 . 88)
[Kp] = pAb cA [ f  + Ci-13 + l][C _1] 
^ 1,1 D %
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lo 0 0
1 1 1 0 0
■
0 0 0 0 0 0
4/3 3/2 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3/51 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
4/3 3/2 0 0 0 0
Synmet ric 9/5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
1
! o 0
1
! 0_
[C'1]
[K_] = p A ,A  [ |  + ( i-1 )  + J] [C'1] [Bl] [C]
t  1,1 -
where [KF] i s  a part o f element s t if fn e s s  matrix.
1,1
As previously derived:
1 I T
(UF) i ;2 = 1 {P}T pAb<02 [C_1] T ( { [ r  + ( i - l ) £  ♦ ^ . ]  £ ( [ * p
i T
[ f j  + [<M d n | d n i [C_ 1 ] {P}
(2.89)
(UF) l ( i . l 3 = I {P>T pAb< A  [C' ' V  (  {  [r + ( i- lM  + t n p  (
+ [ ♦ 2 $ dni- lJ  [£ _ 1 ] (P>
Therefore,
i-1
I [KF]
n=l l ,n
= H P }  [KJ {P}
1,1
(2.90)
Derivation o f  i th  element s t if fn e s s  matrix!
(Up) = i  {P)T pAb< A  [C'1] 1 ( V t r  + ( i - 1 ) 4 + i n j f  V t fJ ]
l , i  o L o i
[«>{]. + . )  drii  ]  dni  [£-1 ] (P)
From th is  equation
[Kf ] = pA^2* [£  + ( i-1 ) ]  [C_1]
0 0 O o 0 0
--- —!
0 0 !  o 0
1
0 i  0
1/ 2 1/31/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v 1/3 3/1 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
■ b /i 0 o 0  ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
1
0 : 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/2
to 
!-1 1/4 0 0 0 0
04 
j 
i—1
!
3 o 0 0 0
3/1 3 o 0 0 0
Symmetric 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
[C_1] +
+ pAbu2<l [C'1]
0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/3 1/4 1/5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4/15 1/4 0 1 0 c 0 0 0 0 0
9/35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/3 1/41/5 0 0 0 0ii 4/15 1/4 0 0 0 0
sy1mmetric
ii 9/35 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
■ 0 0 0
0 0
0
IC’ 1]
T
[Kp] = pAjjo2  ^ [C- ]^ F [f  + ( i-1 ) ]  [B2] + [B3]] [C'1] ......... (2.91)
1 , i
where [KP] i s  a lso  a part o f  element s t if fn e s s  matrix. Now, taking the
l , i
second term o f  equation (2.75) which is :
1 T T
(UF ) 2 = - l  {P)T pAtf)2* [C_1]T r ( x  f ^ ]  [^ J  -2Y t ^ ]  [+2] + Z
[4»2]T [ 4 » 2 ] J  dni [C'1) (P)
and the s t if fn e s s  matrix o f  th is  term is :
T 1
[Kp] = - pA^2* [C_1] j  {X  t^ ] 1  [ ^ ]  -  2Y [4>1] T t^2] + Z [4>2] T
J [— J  (2.92)
[Kc] pAbu;2«. [C_1]
X X/2 X/3; X/4 Y Y/2 !y/3; Y/4 1 o 0 0 0
X/3 X/4 X/5: Y/2 Y/3 Y/4* Y/S o 0 0 0
X/S X/ 6  Y/3|y/4 Y/5 Y/f
1
0 0 0 0
X/7 Y/^Y/S Y/ 6 Y/7 0 0 0 0
Z 2 /2 i Z/3 Z/4 0 0 0 0
2/3  2/4 Z/5 0 0 0 0
Z/5 Z/ 6 0 0 0 0
2/7 0 0 0 0
Symmetric 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
[C_1]
where X 
Y 
Z
sin^ <f>
= -  s in  (j) cos <J>
' 2 x =  C O S  <J>
The second term o f  equation (2.92) i s  partitioned  as below to make 
the matrix symmetric.
-  2 s in  <f> cos <f> [<f>1]T [<f>2] = Y[(j>1]T [$ 2] + Y [<{>2] T [ ^ j
[Kp] = - pAtf)2£ [C"1] [B4] [C_1]
where [KP] i s  a lso  a part o f  element s t i f fn e s s  matrix, 
t  2
(2.93)
Trigonometric tenns (s in  2a and cos 2a) can be integrated as given in  (A4 -1 ,7 )
 ^ 12  ^ cos 2a  ^ dr^ — [cos 2 (a^_^ + a) + 2a s in  2 (a^_^ + a) **
cos 2a _^_1] = A 2  (2.95)
1
C 2j 36ri cos 2a  ^ drj^  
o
£  - $ 2  [4a cos 2 (ai - 1  + a) + (4a 2 -  2) s in  2 ( a ^  + a) + 2 s in  2ai _1l
2a
= A 3  (2.96)
f  4 s in  2a - dn- = —  [cos 2 (a - + a) -  cos 2a - J  = B 1  (2.97)
j  x i  a  x - x  x ~ x
rl '
J 1 2n s in  2a i dni = - j  [s in  2 (a i _1 + a) -  cos 2a i-1 ] = B 2  (2.98)
o a
£  36r^ s in  2a  ^ dri^  -
o
= [4a s in  2 (ai _ 1 + a )  -  (4a 2 -  2 ) cos 2 (ai _1 + a) -  2 cos 2ai _13
2a
= B 3 .........(2.99)
Then the s t if fn e s s  matrix o f  equation (2.81) can be w ritten  as fo llow s:
IV 1 _ El  1 f l  || T ||
lV  1 tC X] j { [( l+ v )+ (v - l)  cos 2 ai ][<|i1] + 2 (v -l)  s in  2^
2 i?  0
T T T
[^^J [4*21 + [[-^ -+^) + cos 2^jJ [^2-1 [^2  ^ + ^  ^3^ [^ 3-^  + ^  [^4 ]
[^ >4 ] } dni [C~1] . . . . . ( 2 .1 0 0 )
Tlie second term o f th is  equation i s  w ritten  as:
11 T it 'j' n T 11
2 (v -l)  s in  2ai [fjJ [<f>2] = (v~l) s in  2a i [ ^ j  [4>2] + (v~l) s in  2a i
tT T  M
[ 4>2 3 [^q]
to make the matrix symmetric. /
El.
£KvJ
'xx-
2 1 '
[C_1]
0 !o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!
I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0
4 ( l+ v) + 
A l(v - l )
oTl+v> n 
A2 (y-1) 0 f i ( v - i ) p - (v - i ) 0 0i
0 0
12(l+v)
A 3 ( v l ) 0 0 ^ ( v - D j j V l ) 0
1
1 or 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
4 (l+ v) + 
A l(1-v)
6 ( l+ v )4
A 2 (l“v)
0 0 0 0
Symmeti ic 12 (1+v)A3 Q - m)
+
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
EIxx. T
[KJ = — [C_1] [B5] [C_1]
21
[C'1]
 (2. 101)
Thus the to ta l s t if fn e s s  matrix o f an element o f the blade can be w ritten  a s :
[K]b = I [%] - [%] ♦ [KJ
n=l l  >n ^
T
[K]b = pAbw \  [C_1] {  ( i-1 )  +J] [Bl] + [£  + ( i - l ) l  [B2] ♦ [B3] -  [B4]j
. . . . . ( 2 . 102)
(C_1] '+ El
[C-1] [BS] [C-1]
z r
and the to ta l mass matrix o f an element i s :
T
[M]b = pA^ [C'1] [Al] [C-1]
Now, considering the general equation which i s  
( K -  AM) {P} = 0
(2.103)
(2.104)
and sub stitu tin g  the element mass and s t if fn e s s  matrices into th is  equation i t  
becomes:
P a  2 o4 t. p A ,  OJ & i  r  v  1 - l n
-ET  [C ] f [ f  + O 1) + i l  M  + [ f  + ( i - 1) ! ! 82] + W  -  [B4 3J [£ ]
-  Y Y  t
, -1 - 1 -+ I  [C [B5] [C -] -  -r=
2 4pAjj? r - 1 - 1
El [C A] [Al] [C A]xx
(P) = 0 (2.105)
2 .2 .7  Assembly Procedure for Matrices o f Equations (2.89) and (2 .SI)
They can be assembled as follow s:
Element
II Element
III  Element
IV Element
Vi
_®2_
Vs
®4
where B i s  the matrix given by equation (2.89.) and C i s  the matrix given by 
equation (2 .9 1 ).
As i t  can be seen that they can a l l  be expressed as the diagonal 
matrices which i s  as follow s:
[B] 
+ [C]
^  [B] 
+ [C]
I
K± [B] 
+ [C] j
*
[B] 
+ [C]
.___
Vi
u:
u.
-4-
IL
where K. i s  a varying c o e ff ic ie n t  and i t  can be calcu lated  as follow s:
 (2.106)
where I i s  the number o f  elements chosen before and N i s  the p o sitio n  in  the 
procedure.
2.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The analysis o f  v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  turbine and compressor 
blades are complex and th e ir  so lu tion  i s  only p o ssib le  by numerical methods 
and with the aid o f computers. For a sa tis fa c to ry  numerical so lu tion  the 
in f in it e  degrees o f  freedom o f the turbine or compressor blade must be 
reduced to a f in i t e  degree o f  freedom by d iscr e tisa tio n .
The resu lts  obtained w il l  be very approximate i f  the degrees o f  freedom 
o f  the system i s  severely  re s tr ic ted  such that the availab le degrees o f  
freedom cannot s a t is fa c to r i ly  represent the geometric configuration o f  the 
system under vibrating conditions. As the degrees o f  freedom increases the 
nodal configurations are more accurately represented e sp e c ia lly  a t lower modes 
o f  v ibration . The resu lts  obtained then w il l  correspond to  the true 
frequency values o f  the system. Figure 2.5 shows the convergence characteris­
t ic s  o f  the element chosen for  a rectangular cro ss-sectio n  uniform beam with  
30 degree pretw ist angle for  a non-rotating blade and for a blade rotating  with 
an angular v e lo c ity  4000 rpm. I t  can be seen from the figure that the rate o f  
convergence i s  very rapid for a non-rotating blade and the convergence i s  
obtained for 5 elements up to the f i f t h  mode o f  v ib ration s, w hile seven 
elements are required to obtain the convergence when the blade i s  ro ta tin g .
I t  was n oticed  that the convergence rate i s  dependent on the ro ta tion a l speed 
and larger numbers o f elements are required for convergence to be obtained at  
higher speeds. This was a lso  true as the pretw ist angle increased as w e ll.
Tables 2 .1  and 2.2 give a comparison o f  the present re su lts  for  
elements with the resu lts  obtained by other authors. The re su lts  conpared
‘7'7
very favourably with those obtained by Dokumaci using a f in i t e  element
17method and with Slypers re su lts  obtained by stodola method. The present
17 16resu lts  are b etter  than those obtained by Slyper . Anliker and Troesch
obtained the resu lts  for a non-rotating pretw isted uniform rectangular blade
using an a n a ly tica l method and the resu lts  were very c lo se  to that obtained by
the present method.
The e f fe c t  o f  speed o f  rotation  on the frequency parameter o f  a pre- 
tw isted blade i s  shown, in  Figure 2 .6 . I t  can be seen that the frequency 
parameter increases almost p arab o lica lly  as the speed o f  rotation  increases. 
The frequency parameter at any speed o f  rotation  i s  a lso  dependent on the 
angle o f  pretw ist and as the pretw ist angle increases the frequency parameter 
i s  seen to increase for the stagger angle o f  zero degrees. This i s  due to  
the fa ct that the work done due to d eflectio n  in  the plane decreases the 
stra in  energy o f  the blade and in  the case o f  increasing pretw ist the 
component o f  mode shape in  thez£ plane increases.
A pretw isted blade executes a coupled vibration  coupling between the
independent modes o f  v ibration  in  the xx and yy d irectio n s. The amount o f
coupling between the two independent modes depends on the degree o f  p retw ist.
Figures 2.7A and 2.7B show the e f fe c t  o f  pretw ist angle on the frequencies o f
vibration  o f  the f i r s t  f iv e  modes. The frequency ra tio  which i s  the ra tio
o f  the frequency o f  the blade to the frequency o f  the fundamental mode o f
vibration  o f  an id ea tica l cro ss-sectio n  blading but without p retw ist. I t  i s
seen from the figures that in  the f i r s t  mode frequencies the variation  with
pretw ist angle i s  very small to  be noticeable on the sca le  o f the f ig u re ,
although the e f fe c t  i s  to increase the frequency ra tio  with an increase o f
p retw ist. In the second mode o f  v ibration  due to coupling the frequency
ra tio  i s  decreased with an increase o f  p retw ist. This tendency i s  seen for
a l l  speeds o f  rotation  in vestigated . As the rotational speed increased the
frequency ra tio  o f the higher modes decreases for any pretw ist angle. That
i s  the e f fe c t  o f  rotation a l speed on a pretw isted blade i s  to decrease the
d ifferen ce in  frequencies between subsequent modes o f v ib ration s. Hence at
large speeds o f  rotation  the frequency values for various modes become c lo ser
to each other and the large spread noticed  for non rotating  blade i s  reduced.
The resu lts  obtained from the present analysis for non rotating blade showed
17good agreement with the th eoretica l resu lts  obtained by Slyper but were
29s lig h t ly  higher than the experimental resu lts  obtained by Dawson. This i s  
noticed for a l l  f iv e  modes o f  vibration presented.
The e f fe c t  o f  speed o f  rotation  on a non-pretwisted blade s e t  a t  
various stagger angles i s  shown in  Figure 2 .8 . As the speed o f  rotation  
increases the frequencies o f  v ibration  increases. This i s  seen to be true 
for blades with d ifferen t stagger angles. But for any one speed o f  rotation  
as the stagger angle increases the frequency o f  v ibration  for any one mode o f  
vibration  decreases. This i s  more c lea r ly  shown in  Figure 2 .9 . The 
decrease in  frequency with stagger angle for any one speed i s  more marked at 
higher speeds o f  rota tion . The curve i s  seen to  be a sinusoidal curve where 
the maximum amplitude i s  dependent on the speed o f  rotation .
The Figure 2.10 shows the frequency parameter o f  the rota tin g  blade 
for  various stagger angles. The variation  o f  the frequency parameter i s  
sim ilar to those shown on Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 showing a decrease in  
frequency parameter as the stagger angle increases. This i s  due to the fa c t  
that the work done by the component o f  nodal displacement in  Kz plane reduces 
the stra in  energy stored in  the blade while the k in etic  energy i s  not a ltered  
thus resu ltin g  in  a reduction o f  the frequency parameter. As the stagger  
angle increases th is  component increases causing further decrease in  the 
frequency parameter.
Hie combined e f fe c t  o f  pretw ist and stagger angle shown in  Figure 2.11 
on the f i r s t  frequency parameter o f  the rotatin g  blade i s  then a combination 
o f  an increase caused by the coupling e f fe c t  due to pretw ist angle and a 
reduction caused by the stagger angle. I t  i s  noticed  from Figure 2 .6  that 
-the e f fe c t  o f  pretw ist tends to reduce as the speed o f  rotation  in creases, 
while Figure 2.9 showed that the reduction in  the frequency due to stagger  
angle increases as speed o f  rotation  in creases. Thus the combination o f  
these two e f fe c t s  a t low frequencies i s  to  give a s lig h t  increase in  
frequency parameter for a l l  stagger angles as the pretw ist angle in creases.
As the speed o f  rotation  increases th is  the frequency parameter does not 
increase very much but in  fa c t shows some reduction in  frequency as stagger  
angle in creases.
This i s  c lea r ly  shown in  Figure 2.12 showing the variation  in  the 
frequency parameters for  the f i r s t  mode with stagger angle for various speeds 
o f  rotation  and for various pretw ist an gles. I t  i s  shown c le a r ly  that as 
speed increases the reduction in  the frequency parameter with the increase in  
stagger angle becomes more marked and the pretw ist angle tends to increase 
the frequency s lig h t ly .
V\
The e f fe c t  o f  the breadth to depth ra tio  o f  the cro ss-sectio n  on 
the frequency parameter o f  the f i r s t  mode i s  shown in  Figure 2.13. As the 
b /t  ra tio  increases the frequency parameter increases for the f i r s t  mode.
One o f the causes o f  th is  increase for  non rotating  blade i s  due to the 
presence o f  the pretw ist angle. As b /t  ra tio  increases the ra tio  between the 
frequencies o f  the independent modes in  the xx and yy planes increase and as 
a re su lt  o f  coupling fo r  a pretw isted mode the frequency parameter increases. 
The speed o f  rotation  has the e f fe c t  o f  increasing the stra in  energy and 
resu lts  in  increasing the frequency parameter. As the speed o f  rotation  
increases the increase in  the frequency parameter with b /t  ra tio  becomes very 
rapid.
The e f fe c t  o f  stagger angle on such a blade w il l  be to reduce the 
frequency for  any parameter b / t  r a tio . This i s  seen in  Figure 2.14 when the 
stagger angle becomes 90 degrees. When compared to Figure 2.13 i t  i s  
evident that stagger angle has a marked e f fe c t  for large b /t  ra tio  and higher 
speeds o f  rotation .
The components o f modal displacements in  the xx and yy plane are shown
in  Figures 2.15 and 2 .16 , for  pretw ist angles o f  30 degrees and 60 degrees
resp ective ly  for  the f i r s t  f iv e  modes. The resu lts  presented agree c lo se ly
17 29for a non rotating  blade with those given by Slyper and Dawson . The 
speed o f  rotation  does not e f fe c t  the mode shape o f  v ibration  in  any 
appreciable way. The change in  the modal displacements are so small as to  
show any d ifference on the sca le  o f  the p lo t.
*********
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CHAPTER 3
VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTATING SHROUDED BLADE PACKET SYSTEM
3.1 INTRODUCTION .
In th is  chapter, v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  a rotating  shrouded blade 
packet i s  studied.
The dynamic ch a ra cter istics  o f  blades are considerably a ffected  by the
shroud. Therefore, the pred iction  o f dynamic behaviour o f  the shrouded
blades as a whole i s  o f  p ra ctica l importance in  the design o f  turbo machinery.
As mentioned e a r lie r , the blades have complex configurations and a lso  the
shroud brings d iff ic u lty  to the so lu tion  o f the problem, therefore a numerical
technique must be employed to solve the actual problem. The most commonly 
used and so far developed method i s  the f in it e  element method which i s  used in
the so lu tion  o f  the problem.
The energy expressions o f  the blades and shroud for the s ta t ic  case are 
derived by follow ing the W inkler's3  ^ theory. The standard stra ig h t and 
curved beam elements are used for the blades and shroud resp ectiv e ly . New 
equations are introduced for the e f fe c t  o f  centrifugal force. The blades 
used for the problem are simple shape such that the bending and centroidal 
axes are co llin ea r . Each component (blade and shroud) i s  analysed 
in d iv idu ally  and then they are a l l  assembled by enforcing com patib ility  o f  the 
junction p o in ts . At each junction there are 3 degrees o f  freedom -  3 
d irections in  which displacements are to be matched. They are lon g itu d in a l,
transverse displacements and one transverse ro ta tion . The blades are taken
to be cantilevered  at th e ir  roo ts, and r ig id ly  fixed  to the shroud a t the 
other end. On the other hand, i t  has been found by many authors that more 
r e a l is t ic  assumptions for the shroud i s  a continuous e la s t ic  r in g .
3.2 CALCULATION OF BASIC COMPONENTS
3 .2 .1  Basic Components o f  a Blade Element
3 .2 .1 .1  Energy Expression o f  Stationary Blade:
The stra in  energy expression o f  a beam vibrating in i t s  own plane i s
derived in  (A2.32) n eg lecting  slvar deformation and rotary in e r tia  e f f e c t s ,  
which i s :
Us t  ■ EIrr V 'b2 + 7  M bU'b2) dr . . . . . ( 3 . 1 )
o
3 .2 .1 .2  D eflection  Functions
Assumed d eflec tio n  functions are cubic polynomials for transverse  
d eflection s and lin ea r  variations o f  longitudinal displacements. They are 
given a s :
 (3 ,2)Ub = bi  + b2r
Vb = b3 + b4r + b5r 2  + b6r 3 (3.3)
Then remembering that the relationsh ip  between the generalised  d isp lace­
ments and generalised  amplitude:
Y = [<f>] {B}  (3 .4)
can a lso  be expressed in  terms o f  nodal displacements and transformation  
matrix, as:
{P} = [C] {B}  (3 .5)
where {P} i s  the nodal displacement vector, and elim inating the unknown 
e f f ic ie n t  matrix {B} from equation (3 .5 ):
(B) = [C_1] {P} .........
so th a t, the general displacement can be expressed as:
- 1 .
co-
(3.6)
Y = [*] [C A] {P}
where [C] is :
(3.7)
A h
ifb_
i I L
2_Yb„
2Ub_
2%
0 0 1 0 0 0 f bl
1 0 0 0 0 0 b2
0 0 0 1 0 0 b3
0 0 1 I *2 *3 b4
1 I 0 0 0 0 b5
0 0 0 1 21 3S.2 b6
{P} = [CJ {B}
Inverting the expression for  [C]
(3.8)
[cJ1] =
. -
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1£ 0 0
1
£ 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
3
~~T 0
2
£
3
~T£
0 1£
7 1 2 1
7 0 7 0 7
(3.9)
The d eflec tio n  functions can be w ritten  in  matrix foim as
«b = t^ ] (B)
, , . (3.10)
II7 (B) ........ (3.11)
Substituting equation (3.6) in to  above equations, they become:
it
[*x] [C'1] {P>
........ (3.12)
ii7 [c-1] {P} . . (3.13)
The derivations o f these d eflectio n functions with respect to r and time t
are as follow s:
u'b -
dUb
Hr"
= I*]) [C_1] {P> .........(3.14)
• =
dt^
dt
= [ ^ ] [C_1] {P} ........ (3.15)
ii dvb
dr
= tc"1] {P} , . (3 .1 6 )
ii
dr2
= [C'1] (P) . . . . . ( 3 . 1 7 )
ii dvb
dt
= [+21 [C'1] (P)
, , (3.18)
where [<h], w p , [<f>2] , and are as follow s:
[ ( p  = [1  r o 0 0 o]
. . (3 .1 9 )
[<l>p] = [o 1 O O ’O o]
[(f>2 3 = [0 o 1 t  r 2 r^]
[o o o o 2 6r]
. . . . . ( 3 .2 0 )
 (3.21)
 (3.22)
where {P} represents the time derivative vector o f  generalised  displacement.
S ubstitu ting equations (3.14) and (3.17) in to  equation (3.1) matrix
expression o f th is  equation w il l  be obtained.
-1 ^ & " 1 M ' A ' \
4 [C -1] j ( f [ * 2 1 [$2] + Z1 [ ^ ]  [ ^ j )us t
-i m EIrr _-t T r SLy, A M T M | T
1 {p}1 rr -  J-
£■ o
dr [C-1 ] {P>  (3.23)
From th is  equation the s t if fn e s s  matrix for the stationary p o sitio n  i s :
^ r r  -1 *** r  »« T ,, t T , --1 ■
[K]s t  = — r  [C ] i  (Y  [ f , ]  U 2 ] + 21 [^ ]  [4.4 ] )  dr [C 1]
[K]St
El rr
[C"1]
T
.4/4. 2where 21 = 12 £ /t^  and Y = £
r o s t  ■
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 .£ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Symme tr ic 0 0 0
4Y.£ 6Y i 2
m s ?
EIrr - 1  T -1
- I T  [£ ] tB1] (£ ]
£
(C'1]
(3.24)
3 .2 .1 .3  Blade Uhder Centrifugal E ffects
The stra in  energy expression for a rotatin g  blade i s  derived in  equations 
(A2.38) and (A2.45) without shear and rotary in e r tia  e f fe c t s  being considered.
From equations (A2.38 and (A2.45):
uc - 1  e v 2 ( f 8 ? )  r r V i r+ J rk+l d r 2 +
- V, dr.
[ rnd ln] 
 (3-25)
SUDSClCULlIlg e4 UcJ.LJ.un emu ^u.xuj JJicu gHuai.iv;u JliawAA
expression o f  equation (3.25) can be obtained as.
U \  {p}T ^
I o k u r o
LkH  2
+ f  rn drn ]  " [^ k  W2li} dric [-" 1]{P}
a 2  „ 4  
where 0, = . p b^
EIrr
Taking the f i r s t  tern to avoid errors in  ca lcu la tion s:
El
P V c , l
rr 1 T ^ 1 C** ~1 t[C'1] j [<f>2] [*2] | rk drx [£ ]
(3.26)
(3.27)
[Kb]
c , l  
Elrr
n [C_1]
where r^ ri  + r
and XI = j l 2 * V
0 0 0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
al a2 a3
sy mmetr ie a4 a5
a6
, - 1 .
where: ,  9
a l = Xl.a-g- i  - S «  4
a2 = X I.I 2 - ^ j iA -  |  r J l3
a3 = XU3 -jfjJ.5 -  f  i j d
[£ 1 a4 = 5- XlJT -tL T  -  r .H
a6 =
3 4 - j 5TO
a5 = T XU4 -  u 6 4 -  r , l 5
XU5 —j l . 7 r i £6
E L  _t T _x
IKbl = " T ^  ] [B2] ]
C , 1  A
For second end nth terms o f  th is  ca lcu la tion  from equation (3.26)
T I  , T r ' J *  ^i f  _ i _ ^
tKb]
(3.28)
c ,2
drn ]  drk [C'1]
x & * r
[C_1] a j  [*2] [*2]k { (  Cr 2 + ^  dr2 +........+ j (rn + r)
O O O
 .......... (3.29)
[%]
c , 2 , l
( V  + i , 2 ) E - b T
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0
SymiD3 tr ic I
to *3
4 *3 4 *•
5
£ '
As seen in  equation (3.29) for the nth te m  in tegration  [B3] matrix w il l  be 
the same with only force component changing, as fo llow s:
i . 2f  ^A. = (r- + r) dr, -  r .£  +i  1 K 1
where i  = (2 ,................ .. n) * - -
EIrr T ,
Hence [K,] = — ?  a A. [B3] [C A] .(3.31)
D c , 2 ,n C  ■ . •
Again from equation (3.26) s t i f fn e s s  matrix for the th ird  te m  can be w ritten
as fo llo w s: 2 “
E Ir r  ■ ,  ; f T f ‘  : T '
£Kh] = -  — y  fi fC J] K , r  I t - ; ]  d r  [ C 1] . -  .(3 .32)
c ,3 P  ~ I  E 2 k K -
Substitu ting  the value o f  [<j>2] from equation (3.21) f i r s t  m ultip lying out 
and then in tegratin g  i t  becomes:
rKb]c ,3
p y
EIrr -1  T
— ip- [£  X]
c ,4
EIrr u [C_1] [B4] [C-1 ]
~ r  ~  ' ~  ■
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
4I V -
I * 3 I p5
Syn netric h 5¥ - Vr
V7
[C_1]
. . . . . ( 3 . 3 3 )
The to ta l s t i f fn e s s  matrix o f  a blade element is :
EIrr -1  ^f
£Kb] = ~ T “ [£ ] (« [B2] +Aj[B3]2jn -  - [B4] + [Bl] [C-1 ] . . . . . ( 3 . 3 4 )
3 .2 .1 .4  Calculation o f  Blade F.lcmcnt Mass M atrix,'
K inetic energy expression for blade elements is  given by:
becom es:
T T £
Tb = I  {P> pAb [C_1] £ ( [ ^ ] T + [<f2] T [*2])d r  [C_1 ]{P} . . . . ( 3 .3 6 )
where [C ^ ] , and [ c y  are already given by equations (3 .9 ) , (3.19) and 
(3 .2 1 ). From th is  equation mass matrix o f  an element o f  blade can be w ritten  
as follow s:
[ j y  = pAb [C-1] f ( [ * F T [^ J  + [*2] T [*2] ) d r  [C-1] (3.37)
A fter in tegratin g  th is  equation:
[Mfa]
- 1.
[Mb] = PAb [£  1
,-1
£ is , 2 0 0 0 0
¥ 0 0 0 0
£ \ i 2 h 4T r
Symmet :ic 1 3 ¥ ¥ h s
¥ h 6F
h 7T
- 1 .pAh [C -] (A] [C "]
[C_1]
(3.38)
3 .2 .1 .5  Energy Due to  Centrifugal E ffect o f Shroud
Due to rotation  o f  the d isc , the shroud masses cause a cen trifu ga l force
(P) to act on the t ip  o f  the blades. The cen trifu gal force P, derived in
equation (A2.67,b) is :
£
P = ( S f  Pu (R + z) dA= ds ........ (3.39)
o JAS
On in tegratin g  and assuming the thickness o f  the shroud i s  too small compared 
to R:
P = pAs l s R „ 2 ........ (3.40)
When the picket d e fle c ts  in  i t s  plane, th is  force w il l  have two components as 
seen in the figure overleaf.
EFFECT OF SHROUD MASS ON BLADES 
FIGURE (3.2)
The component Pr i s  given by:
P  ^ = P cos 3  (3.41)
2since 3 i s  small Pr = P = pAg £g R w
The stra in  energy Ur due to th is  force on the element is :
Ur = Pr A.............................................................................................................. ...... (3.42)
f l  /<Wj\ 2
where A = M  I H r /  ^rk &iven i n equation (A2.43),
o k
, 1  /dVh \ 2
that i s  Ur = i Pr f . . . . . ( 3 . 4 3 )
o '
and the conponent PQ i s  given:
PQ = P sin  3 ......(3.44)
from the f ig u r e :
s in  3 = Ml  (3.45)
R
Substitution  o f  equations (2.39) and (2.45) in to  equation (3.44) g ives:
pe ■ <>*3*3 vn “ 2 ......(3 -46)
These forces (Pr) and (PQ) w ill  be acting on each element o f  the blade. Due
to circum ferential d eflection s the component P does d ifferen t work for each
element o f  the blade, as follow s i
dUe = "I pM s  bVkT Vn “ 2 drk . . . . . ( 3 . 4 7 )
where Vk i s  the d eflectio n  in  the circum ferential d irection  for each element. 
Since the d e fle c tio n  and gradually increasing force are in  the same d irectio n , 
the p o ten tia l energy gain becomes negative and averaged. Integrating over an 
element i t  becomes:
£
UQ = . - I  pAc (o f  , r T
s s bVk Vn drk  ( 3-48^o
This can a lso  be w ritten  in  the follow ing form to make the global matrix 
symmetric:
£ £
' Ue = "I pAs *s “ t f  l b^ T Vn dik + [  I  VnT bVk drk J . . . . ( 3 .4 9 ;
o o J
Equation (3.43) should be added to equation (3.26) as follow s:
Ur = i pV 2{  rk drk + Y + f  rk + ld r 2 + T + ..........
r  o
A
+ j rndrn + Y]  drk  (3.50)
o
As
where y = -r— £ R
b s
Substituting equations (3.13) and (3.16) in to  equation (3.49) and (3 .5 0 ),
matrix expressions o f  these equations can be obtained: 
rp El T A
u„ = i  {P}
r 2 1  A4
—1 f  1 T  ’ f  C C
[C ] j [*2] [+ ] | j ^  + y ♦ \  r xdr2 + y
o k K L i* o
" * )  rndrn + y ]  drk [C'1] (P)  (3.51)
and - £ £.
T rr -  i T 
u = -1 {P} 1 ■ - ?  0
£ " o k n o n
fjl A/ f  '\ [C"1) f f  [*2]T [*2] dr + S [* ]T
[42] drk ] [C_1] {P} . . . . . ( 3 . 5 2 )
k J
where y = J- K
From equation (3.28) the s t i f fn e s s  o f the f i r s t  te m  o f  equation (3.51) is :
EIrr -1  ^  -1
W  = —F  t c J [B2] [ C 1]  (3.53)
r , l  97
but the parameter XI in  matrix [B2] becomes:
XI = I  f ?  + r^ S. + r  (3.54)
For the second and nth terns o f  equation (3.51) the s t if fn e s s  matrix i s
from equation (3 .31):
El T T -1
tKb^  = — Ai  [ C 1] [B3] [ C 1]  (3.55)
r ,2 ,n  9,
2where = rJ& + \9, + y   (3.56)
i  = (2.. ..................n)
From equation (3 .3 3 ) .the s t if fn e s s  matrix for expression (3.52) i s :
EIrr y —1 ^ _i
W  = - ¥ ■  a 7  (C ] [B41 [C ]  (3.57)
D e st7 6 ~
3 .2 .2  Basic Components o f  a Shroud Element
3 .2 .2 .1  Energy Expression o f  Stationary Shroud
The stra in  energy expression o f  a curved beam vibrating in  i t s  own 
plane i s  derived in  equation (A2.59) without shear and rotary e f fe c t s  
considered.
3 .2 .2 .2  D eflection  Functions
D eflection  functions which have been in vestigated  for curved elements 
are discussed in  th is  sectio n . The f i r s t  designated on the figu res i s  a
3c
two dimensional (ring) form o f  Oontin and Clough’s shape function for  
cy lin d rica l sh e lls :
2 3Us = a  ^ s in  <f> + cos <J> + a^r cos 3 s in  4> + a^s + a^s'
 (3.58)
Vg = a  ^ cos (j) + s in  <(> - a^r (1  -  cos 3 cos <f>) + a^s
where <j> i s  coordinate and 3 i s  h a lf  angle o f  subtended by element.
The second, designated on the fig u res, i s  two dimensional form o f  the 48 degree
51o f  freedom shape function o f Bogner .
2 3U = an + a0s + a7s + a ,ss 1 2 3 4
. . . . . ( 3 . 5 9 )
. Vs = a5 + a6 s + a4s 2  + V 3 
This i s  ca lled  cubic shape function. I t  has e igh t degrees o f  freedom, Ug,
U'g - Vg and V'g at each end o f the element, and the sim plest functions
for the so lu tion  to converge to the exact so lu tion s are:
Us = al  + a2s + a3®2 + a4s 3
 (3.59A)
Vs = a5 + - V
which are used by Connor and Brebbia and many others.
F inally  shape functions which allow the element to have uniform stra in  
along the Vg d irections are:
Us = a  ^ cos § + &2 s i R $ + a 4 “
 (3.60)
2
Vs = -a^ s in  <f> + &2 cos $ + a 3 + a5  ^ +
I s  37where <p = which was given by Ashwell, Sabir and Roberts . They are
ca lled  reduced cubic polynomials which has rapid convergency even for the
deep-thin case (R /ts = 320).
GEOMETRY OF A CURVED BEAM
FIGURE 3.1
Remembering the relationsh ip  between the generalised displacements and 
generalised amplitude which i s :
us = [ H i  <A> ' ■ . .........
Vs = [03] {A}  (3.62)
Expressing them in  terms o f nodal displacements and transformation matrix, 
unknown c o e f f ic ie n t  matrix can be elim inated, as fo llow s:
= [C] {A} .  (3.63)
where {q} i s  the displacement vector for shroud element and C i s  the 
transformation matrix. From th is  equation:
{A} = [C"1] ' {«■> 
dU V.
* = di-
where [C] i s :
sVl
sUl
S^l
sV2
sU2
s w2
R
 ^  ^ $  _ p  (1  .2  -|N
iT R t z  <P= -a„ -ft -a
0 1 1 0 0 0  • a i
1 0 0 1 0 0 a 2
0 0 _  12 0 0
1
“ K a3
s i n  4> C O S  <J> 1 0 <i> 2 9 a4
C O S  (j) s i n  <f> 0 1 0 -  <f> a5
0 0 1“ R 0
-  £
R a 6
(3.64)
. . . ( 3 .6 5 )
{q} = [ q  {A}
-1From equation (3.65) [C ] can be obtained as follow s:
-1,
-B4 B1 - r b4 ' V - B1 -RBS
~B3 B 2 - r b3 - B1 - B 2 -RBj
B1 “B2 r b 3 B1 B 2 RBj
B
4 - B3
■rb4 B5 B1 k b5
B6 - B7 r b8 B6 B 7 r b9
-B1 B 2 -RBj - B1 ~ B 2 -RB,1
(3.66)
where
where
where
D = - 2C -  2 •
B1 =
C-l
D
B2 =
S
D
B3 =
1 - 4>S ■ 
D
B4 =
S -  <j>C 
D
BS =
<f> -  S 
D
B6 =
T, <f>
B1 * T
B7 = - B2 • I
B8 = B6 + J
B9 - B6 " J
(S) and (C) stand for s in  <f> and cos -<f> resp ective ly .
I
C [  (Ug + R V' s ) 2 + Z (Us + R2 U"s) 2]  ds .......... (3.67)
EA
U .  = - 4
sh 2R
XrrZ =
AgR2
V.
Us
[*4] [C-1] {q> .........(3.68)
[4-3] (C"1] {q> .........(3.69)
s
8Uc -  r / iS “ [<M
as
[C_1] {q} .........(3.70)
1 — 
s
92U !!
3 Us = [4.4 ]
9S2
[C_1] {q} ......... (3.71)
3Us = [4.4 ]
at
[C'1] {q} .........(3.72)
s 3Vsas
[C-1 ] {q> .........(3.73)
1 _ 
s K  - i y [C"1] {q} . . . . . ( 3 . 7 4 )
3VS = [4>3]
at
[C_1] {q} , , . . ( 3 .7 5 )
where (q) represents the time derivative vector o f  generalised displacement. 
Now, su b stitu tin g  equations (3 .6 8 ), (3.71) and (3.73) into equation (3.67) 
i t  becomes:
T f
Ush= * {q}T 1 4  t0 "1] J (y [ I ] T [I] + B[J]T [J] ) ds [C'1] iq} . . . . ( 3 .7 6 )
s o
.(3 .7 7 )
.(3 .7 8 )  
,(3 .7 9 )
From equation (3.76) s t if fn e s s  matrix for stationary p osition :
T /-^s
tKs ] s t  = [C-1] j ( v [ I ] T [I] + S [J]T [J]j ds [C'1]  (3.80)
where [<f»3] , , [$4 ] ,  [$4 ] ,  [$4 ] ,  [I] and[J] are as follow s:
[*3] = {-S c 1 0 + <|> I  O ........ (3.81)
[>3] I R
s
R 0 0 ♦ i 1 1 .........(3.82)
£^3 ] = _ c_R2 0 0  0 ' ........ (3.83)
[♦4 ] = { C S 0 1 0 ♦ J . . . . . ( 3 . 8 4 )
- f - f
C
R 0 0 0 k) ........ (3.85)
[♦4 ] = ( - c 1 ? -
S
R2
0 0  0 °1 ........ (3.86)
[I] = c° 0 0 1 1 0 ] . . . . . (3.87)
[J] = {o o o 1 o - <f>]  (3.88)
where S and C stand for sin$ and cos<f> resp ectiv e ly .
Substitu ting equations (3.87) and (3 . 88 ) in to equation (3.80) i t  becomes:
e  =  s,4 s / r 4
[I] = R + [*4]
[J] = R2 [*4 ] + [*4]
[Ks]
s t
EIrr - - 1 -
V
[C *]
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
&s (y+$) V
&S2
3 2R
V 0
* s3
3 2 
3R_L
Elj-5f [C-1 ] [Dl] [C_ i], - 1-
St
[ c ' 1]
(3.89)
3 .2 .2 .3  Shroud U n d e r  Centrifugal E ffects
The stra in  energy expression o f  the rotatin g  shroud i s  derived in
(A 2.73), which is :
* P» 2 f  f  { O s  + T  - J 2 + 2Us 2 ] <*■<* . . . . . ( 3 . 9 0 )
o A, Lh
U
Substitu ting equations (3.68) and (3.69) in to  equation (3.90) i t  becomes:
*S t  T
\  \  ( -  po>2s ) (  [H]T [H] + 2 [<fr4] [<t>4] )  dZ dsU„ = I  {q)T [C'1] o - t
[C_1] {q}
where H
1 R+Z r i
■ 2 [*4 ] T T  ( 3}
(3.91)
(3.92)
and t  = t s / 2
Now, l e t  us c a ll:  
R+ ZX
(3.93)
R
RX = R + Z  RdX -  dZ
when Z 
Z
and -Z
R+t
R
R-t
R
(3.94)
= R(1 - x)
Taking the f i r s t  term o f equation (3 .91):
R+t
-  pu)2bs R j  f  R [HjT [HI dx ds = [CPI] .......... (3.9S)
R-t
R
where [Hj = R (l-x) [cf>4] + X [<f>3]  (3.96)
Substitu ting equations (3.81) and (3.85) in to  equation (3.96) i t  becomes:
[H ] = £ -  s in  <f> cos <j> x o x<J> (x-1 ) + \  x 4 ^ J . . . . . ( 3 . 9 7 )
For s im p lifica tio n  o f  future ca lcu la tio n s, m ultiplying equation (3.91) by 
EIrr^ —  —0—t  a constant term w il l  be obtained as follow s: 
rr s
£ 4
a = -  p“ b p f—  .  (3,98)
rr
where bg i s  width o f  the shroud.
Substituting equation (3.97) into equation (3.95) and in tegratin g  the 
matrix becomes as shown in  equation (3 . 99 )' given overleaf.
The second term o f  equation (3.91) can a lso  be ca lcu lated  as follow s: 
z
S T2« J J [M  [<M dZ dso - t [CP2] (3.100)
Substitu ting equation (3.84) in to  equation (3.100) and in tegrating  over the 
given ranges i t  becomes:
^s R+  j  s in  2 4 R • 2 A2 s in  4 0 R sin  4 0 -R(cos cj)+ <J>sin 4 - 1 )
*5 R . ,  
2~  - j  s in  2 4> 0 R (l-cos <f>) 0 -R (sin  «|)- $cos (J))
0 0 0 0
Symmetric zs 0 - i -  £  22R s
0 0
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[KJ = 2a [C~x] [CP2] [C A]  (3 .101)
s ,2
which i s  the second part o f  s t if fn e s s  matrix o f  equation (3 .91).
The to ta l s t i f fn e s s  matrix due to centrifugal e f fe c ts  is :
[KJ = [K ] + [KJ  (3.102)
s s , l  s ,2
and to ta l element s t if fn e s s  matrix o f  shroud i s  the addition o f equation
(3.89) and (3.102) which i s  as follow s:
T
[K]s = [C"1] {R .a -2 t[C P l] + 2ct [CP2] + [Di]j[C_1]  (3 .1 0 3 )
s
3 .2 .2 .4  Calculation o f Shroud Element Mass Matrix
The k in etic  energy expression o f a shroud element i s  derived in  (A2.75) 
which is :
*s
Ts = \  1 pAs ( « s 2 + V s 2 )  ds  (3.104)
o
Substituting equation (3.74) and (3.77) in to  equation (3.106) matrix 
expression o f  th is  equation w il l  be obtained as follow s:
X r ^ s
Ts = I {q)T PAS [C_1] ) ( [ ^ ] T [t 3 ] -  [ * ]  ) d s  [C-1 ] ^ } -------(3.105)
o
From th is  equation element mass matrix expression can be w ritten  a s :
T r ^ s
[M]s = PAS [C_1] } ( [ ^ ] T [*3 ) + [^4 ] ) d s  [C'1 ]  (3.106)
o
Substituting equations (3.81) and (3.82) into equation (3.106) and in tegrating  
over the range, the expression overleaf can e a s ily  be obtained.
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3.3 D iscussion o f  Results
I t  has been accepted that v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  turbo-machineries 
can only be accurately described by analysing the individual elements 
separately. In order to  understand the actual behaviour o f  the system under 
working con d ition s, the b lad es, d isc  and shroud should be studied separately. 
Because, even for the sim plest case o f  unshrouded b lades, the vbbration 
ch a ra cter istics  o f  a complete bladed d isc i s  considerably d ifferen t from those 
obtained by a s in g le  can tilever  blade an a lysis .
A method o f pred ictin g  the frequencies o f  v ibration  o f  a rotating  blade
packet i s  in vestigated . Unfortunately very l i t t l e  work has been published in
th is  f ie ld .  The f i r s t  method i s  developed by Armstrong^ e t  a l .  He uses a
receptance coupling procedure to combine the constituent parts o f  the assembly.
This method has been used by E w ins^ , Catfcney and Ewins^ to p red ict the
vibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  the system. The receptance techniques have some
lim ita tio n s , sin ce they are not applicable to  bladed d iscs  with arbitrary
geometrical configurations and the e f fe c ts  o f  rotation  and temperature cannot
e a s ily  be considered. In many p ra ctica l ap p lica tion s, the receptance data for
each o f  the individual components w i l l  only be availab le approximately, u su ally
47because o f  the complexity o f  the real components. Hall and Armstrong use 
the f in i t e  d ifference method for  the so lu tion  o f  v ibration  ch a ra cter istic s  o f  
shrouded double symmetric and unifoim cro ss-sectio n  blades. The d isc  on 
which blades are mounted i s  assumed to be r ig id . The e f fe c t  o f  shrouds on 
the v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f blades when the shrouds are in terlocked  
(t ig h t  or slack) i s  studied.
The f in i t e  element model employed here has the transverse, and longitud inal 
displacements and the bonding slope as nodal coordinates g iving s ix  degree-of- 
freedom element. The convergence ch a ra cter istics  o f  the element on the packet 
was studied for various numbers o f elements on the blade and shroud. Figure 3 .3  
and 3.4 show the convergence ch aracter istics  o f  the element. For the f i r s t  
three modes shown i t  can be seen that convergence i s  obtained up to the th ird
mode for four elements along the shroud while Figure 3.4 shows that the 
convergence i s  obtained for s ix  elements along the blade. In th is  analysis  
at le a s t  s ix  elements along the blade and at le a s t  four elements on the shroud 
i s  considered. As the speed o f rotation  increases the number o f  elements 
were increased u n til a good convergence was obtained.
The e f fe c t  o f  speed o f  rotation  on two bladed packet i s  shown in  Figure
3.5 for a configuration w ith length ra tio  0 .1 . I t  i s  seen that the 
centrifugal force has a s t if fe n in g  e f fe c t  on the blade packet thus increasing  
the frequency o f  v ib ration . In between the f i r s t  bending mode and the second 
bending mode there i s  one batch or packet mode. As the ra tio  increases the 
number o f  packet modes i s  seen to increase. As can be seen from Figure 3.6  
there are two packet modes when Lr ra tio  i s  0 .4 . The frequency parameter 
values fo r  various rotation al speeds are a lso  given in  Table 3 .1 . The f i r s t  
o f  these batch modes i s  not a ffected  by the rotation a l speed at a l l  while the 
second o f  the batch modes shows an increase in  frequency with the rota tion a l 
speed. This can be explained by the fa c t  that the cen trifu gal force has very  
l i t t l e  e f fe c t  on the independent mode o f  v ibration  o f  the shroud considered  
separately as an independent system. . The variation  in  the frequency i s  caused 
by the e f fe c t  o f  cen trifugal force on the bending d eflec tio n  o f  the blade. In 
the f i r s t  batch mode the bending d eflectio n  o f  the blade i s  n eg lig ib le  w hile  
the d eflec tio n  in  the shroud i s  comparatively larger. In batch modes the 
blades behaves as i f  i t  i s  fix ed  a t one end and pinned a t the other end while 
the shrouds behave as i f  i t  i s  clamped at i t s  ends.
The blades in the f i r s t  and second bending modes behave as i f  i t  i s  
clamped a t one end and free a t the other end, the shroud taking up a shape to  
confirm to the com patib ility  conditions at i t s  ends. This i s  shown in  
Figure 3.7 for  a non rotating bladed packet.
The mode shape does not change appreciably when the rota tion a l speed 
in creases, although the change in  the frequency o f  v ibration  may be appreciable. 
Hie mode shape o f  vibration o f a two bladed packet rotating  a t 4000 rpm i s
shown in  Figure 3.8 and i s  almost id en tica l to the mode shape o f  a non
rotatin g  bladed packet shown in  Figure 3 .7 .
A small change in  the cro ss-sectio n a l area o f the shroud has very-
l i t t l e  e f fe c t  on the mode shape o f  v ib ration . This i s  shown in  Figure 3.9
for a s l ig h t ly  thicker shroud, than in  Figure 3.7 and 3 .8 . However, the mode 
shape i s  almost id e n tic a l. The change in  the r ig id ity  o f  the shroud has a 
considerable e f fe c t  on the frequency o f  v ibration .
As the number o f  blades in  a packet increases the number o f  batch 
modes a lso  increases. As can be seen from Table 3.2 which gives the values o f  
frequency parameters o f  a three bladed packet for various ro ta tion a l speeds.
From the table i t  can be seen that the frequency parameters increase as the 
rotation al speed increases.
The frequency parameters o f  the three bladed packet i s  seen to be very 
clo se  to the frequency parameters o f  a two bladed packet o f  id en tica l blade 
and shroud cross-section s except that the number o f  batch modes has doubled, 
that i s ,  there are four batch modes between the f ir s t  bending and the second 
bending modes. However, the frequency parameters are very c lo se  to the two 
bladed packet. I t  can be postu lated  that as the number o f blades increases  
the frequency parameters o f  the f i r s t  and second bending modes decreases while 
there i s  a spread o f  batch mode frequencies, the number being a m ultip le o f  
one le s s  than the number o f  blades in  the packet, around the batch mode 
frequencies o f  a two bladed packet.
M)de shapes o f  v ibration  o f  a three bladed packet i s  shown in  Figure 3 .10. 
I t  can be seen from the figure that there are four batch modes between the 
f i r s t  bending and the second bending modes o f  v ib ration . This i s  twice the 
number o f  batch modes that ex isted  in  a two bladed packet.
There i s  a commonly accepted rule that the number o f batch modes in  a 
blade packet between the f i r s t  bending and the second bending mode i s  one le s s  
than the number o f  blades in the packet. This arose purely from the fa c t that 
previous in vestigators worked in  the region where the frequencies o f  v ibration
o f the shroud were much greater than the range o f frequencies considered. In
fa ct the batch mode frequencies depend on the y/ A and Lr r a t io s . For low y/ a
ra tio s the high Lr values the number o f  batch mode increases.
Hie m ulti-bladed packet i s  an example o f  a coupled p eriod ic  structure.
48Recently Mead studied the v ibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  mono and multi coupled
systems and showed the existence o f a relationsh ip  between frequencies o f  a
50sin g le  component. I t  was shown by Thomas and Belek that v ibration  
ch a ra cter istics  o f  a m ulti-bladed packet can be predicted from a frequency 
inference diagram p lo tted  for a two bladed packet.
The v ibration  o f  a packet o f  blades can be considered to be a coupled 
vibration  where the independent modes o f  v ibration  o f  the blades and those o f  
shrouds are coupled. The relevant independent modes for the blades in  the 
frequency range considered are:
1. F irst and second ' Clamped-Free ’ modes (BCF^  and BCF2 ) with the to ta l  
shroud mass assumed to be evenly d istrib u ted  and acting as a 
concentrated mass at the t ip  o f  the blades.
2. F ir st  'Clanped-Pinned' mode (BCP^).
The independent modes o f  vibration o f  the shrouds are considered to be the 
f i r s t  frew modes o f a ’clamped-clamped’ beam with the dimensions o f  the shrouds.
Figure 3.11 gives an inference diagram for a two bladed packet for  
values o f  A = 0.1 and y = 0.001. The independent modes o f  v ib ration  o f  the 
blades and shroud are shown by continuous lin e s  w hile the packet frequencies 
are shown by the broken l in e . I t  i s  seen that the packet frequencies c lo se ly  
fo llow  the continuous lin e s  and as expected from coupled vibration  p lo ts .
The broken lin e s  cross the continuous l in e s .  These changes in  d irectio n  are 
associated  with change in  mode shapes.
The inference diagram can be used to  pred ict the packet frequencies.
For a packet with Lr ra tio  o f  0 .2  i t  can be seen that the frequency parameters 
o f the f i r s t  and second bending modes are very c lo se  to the f i r s t  and second 
cantilevered  mode o f  vibration o f  the blade and the only one batch mode that
w w u j .    - l.v>» w i u  >—L c u u jjv - 'a —p j u i - i i ' - i a  j u u u c  U i  U11C  U - L c iu e .  JLIlCbfcJ c l l 't ?
shown in  Table 3.2 giving the values 12.009 and 469.694 for the f i r s t  and 
second bending modes resp ectiv e ly  and 236.308 for the f i r s t  batch mode. As 
the Lr ra tio  increases to 0 .4  i t  can be seen from Figure 3.11 th at the 
independent shroud ’ clamped-clamped! mode introduces an additional batch mode 
frequency. This i s  again shown in  Table 3 .3 , by the values o f  168.677 and 
270.158 as the frequency parameters o f  the batch modes. This tendency o f  
increase in  the number o f  batch modes due to the presence o f  higher modes 
shroud 1 clamped-clamped’ v ibration  i s  c lea r ly  shown in. Figure 3.11 as the Lr 
ra tio  increases. The corresponding values are shown in  Table 3 .3  for  various 
Lr ra tio s  up to  1 .0 .
The increase in  A and y values has an e f fe c t  on the inference diagram. 
As the A value increases, that i s  as the to ta l mass o f  the shroud in creases, 
in  re la tio n  to  that o f  blade the mass assumed to be concentrated at the t ip  the 
independent can tilever  blade increases thus resu ltin g  in  a decrease in  the 
frequency parameters. As the Lr ra tio  in creases, that i s  as the length o f  
shroud increases in  re la tio n  to that o f  the blade the to ta l mass o f  the shroud 
increases thus g iving a decrease in  frequency parameters o f  the ca n tilev er  
modes.
An increase in  the value o f  y increases the s t if fn e s s  o f the shroud in  
re la tio n  to that o f  the blade. Thus has the e f fe c t  o f  increasing the shroud 
frequency parameter. This can be seen as a s h if t  to the r igh t o f  a l l  the 
shroud frequency parameters on the inference diagram as shown in  Figure 3 .12 , 
which shows an inference diagram for a two bladed packet with A = 0 .4  and
y = 0.006. The e f fe c t  o f  the increase in  A i s  to lower a l l  the blade
frequency parameters except the clamped pinned mode which i s  not e ffe c te d  by end 
mass while an increase in  y ra ise s  a l l  the frequency parameters o f the
independent ’clanped-clauped’ modes o f  the shroud.
The frequency values obtained for a rotating s ix  bladed packet from the 
present analysis i s  compared with the resu lts  obtained from the experimental
in v estig a tio n . The blade packet was m illed  out from a so lid  p iece o f metal 
so as to  approximate as c lo se  as p ossib le  to  the th eoretica l model. Hie 
resu lts  obtained for the packet at 0 , 1000 and 2000 ipm are shown in  Tables 
3 .5 , 3.6 and 3.7 resp ectiv e ly . The th eo retica l resu lts  obtained showed very 
c lo se  agreement w ith the experimental re su lts  in a l l  cases. There were 
considerable d i f f ic u l t ie s  in  ex c itin g  certa in  modes o f  vibration and some o f  
the experimental values were therefore not obtained.
3 .3 .1  Frequency Inference Diagram
I t  i s  thought that the frequencies o f  vibration o f  a packet (shrouded 
blade) are a function o f  the vibration frequencies o f  blade and shroud in  i t s  
independent mode o f v ibration .
By considering the relevant boundary conditions and so lv in g  each 
component separately , the independent modes o f  the blade and shroud are 
obtained.
The independent modes o f  blades are considered to'be as fo llow s:
1. Clamped-free bending vibration  o f  the blade with the shroud assumed to  
be a concentrated mass a t the free end o f  the cantilevered  blade.
2. Clamped-pinned. bending yibratxon modes.
3. Clamped-free longitudinal v ibration  modes.
The independent modes o f  the shroud are:
i .  Clamped-clamped bending v ibration  modes.
i i .  Clamped-clamped longitudinal v ibration  modes.
I t  can be seen from Figures 3.11 and 3.12 that the frequencies o f  v ibration  
of each component can be expressed in  terms o f the non-dimensional frequency 
parameter (a) associated  with the blade. The inference diagrams are p lo tted  
with non-dimensional frequency parameter (a) against the (Lr) .
The frequency equation o f  one end clamped and the other and with a
concentrated mass i s  given in  r e f . 49 as:
n = g (sin  3 cosh p- sinh 3 cos 3)  ^ (3>108j
1 + cos 3 cosh 3
where n i s  the mass ra tio  o f  the beam to the end load and 3 i s  the eigenvalue 
parameter.
I t  i s  assumed that the shroud mass i s  evenly d istrib u ted  on the t ip  o f
each blade, therefore n becomes:
xb Ab Lb NB , , nrn
n Zs Ag Ls NB - 1 ......... (3.109)
a n d  3  i s  g i v e n  b y :
1
3 = AT
Rewriting equation (3.108)*
T A NB-1 _ 1 + cos A"^ cosh A^^
r A1 ' 4 (sin  A1 ' 4 cosh ; A1 ' 4 -  sinh Ai / 4  cos *1 /4) . . .
A conputer programme was w ritten  to obtain the f i r s t  three A values for  
d ifferen t length r a tio s .
For the shroud, the frequency parameters o f  any bending mode can be
expressed as follow s:
Ps As Ls 4 P2
As = e 1 ----  - .................................................................................... ......... (3.111)
s s
(3.11
This can be w ritten  as;
As
\ s = A  (3.112)
A
■ s s
A„ _ A t4 
Y
s = A -  Lr  (3.113)
where a =
pb A,
* b h
Hence the corresponding value o f  A, that i s  Ag expressed in  terms o f  the non- 
dimensional frequency parameter A, associated  with the blade, i s  given by:
A = As ' ( ; ) - r 4 .......... ( 3 m 3
r
as explained in  reference (50) the inference diagrams can be p lo tted  by using  
equation (3 .Ho)and equation (3 .114). The frequency parameter o f  a blade 
clamped-pinned bending modes are: Al = 237.7210, A2 = 2496.4874. The
frequency parameters o f  longitud inal v ibration  do not appear in  the inference  
diagrams.
*********
SPEED 
. _rpm .
A 1 A 2 A3 A 4
0 . 0 11.493 168.677 270.158 451.774
1 0 0 0 12.540 168.999 273.383 460.016
20 0 0 15.831 169.459 283.336 484.423
3000 20.831 169.140 300.874 525.036
4000 28.034 167.208 326.626 581.702
5000 37.238 163.268 360.743 654.250
Lr = 0 .4  
A = 0.1  
y = 0 . 0 0 1  
NB =' 2
TABLE 3.1
EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL SPEED ON FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF A TWO
BLADED PACKET
SPEED
mm A1 A2 A3 A4 AS -
0 . 0 11.239 158.889 171.940 266.662 280.529 442.518
1 0 0 0 12.239 159.742 172.759 270.062 284.072 450.475
2 0 0 0 15.233 162.062 174.911 280.524 294.890 474.316
3000 20.203 165.288 177.705 298.615 313.413 513.960
4000 26.494 159.539 169.539 323.019 337.429 568.649
5000 34.986 156.255 165.122 357.076 371.582 639.050
L = 0 .4
A = 0 . 1
Y = 0.001
NB = 3
TABLE 3.2
EFFECT OF ROTATIONAL SPEED ON FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF A THREE
BLADED PACKET
Lr = 0 .2 Lr = 0 .4 Lr = 0 . 6 Lr = 0 .8 Lr = 1 .0
12.009 11.493 11.064 10.656 5.948
236.308 168.677 36.872 12.453 10.274
469.694 270.158 247.481 92.138 37.743
451.774 289.463 239.935 140.816
369.404 258.617
388.914
A = 0 .1  
y = 0.001
TABLE 3.3
FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF A TWO BLADED PACKET FOR VARIOUS Lr RATIO
Lr = 0 .2 Lr = 0 .4 Lr = 0 .6 Lr = 0 .8 Lr = 1 .0
11.262 9.627 8.482 7.586 6.850
237.876 210.183 55.804 18.269 7.832
437.636 326.634 245.334 134.956 55.932
391.514 341.862 238.952 199.195
352.686 265.446
331.293
A = 0 .4  
y = 0.006
TABLE 3.4
FREQUENCY PARAMETERS OF A TWO BLADED PACKET FOR VARIOUS Lr RATIO
FREQUENCIES OF VIBRATION OF NON-ROTATING- SIX BLADED PACKET
MODE THEORETICAL FREQUENCY (HZ) EXPERIMENTAL FREQUENCY (HZ)
ERROR PERCENT
1 90.822 90 0 .0 9 1 3 .
2 480.116 480 0.0241
3 485.247 484 0.257
4 501.911 502 -0.0177
5 513.386 512 0.270
6 518.805 519 -0.0375
7 609.080 607 0.342
8 1348.903 1320 2.189
9 1359.464 - -
10 1395.325 1376 1.404
11 1423.906 1427 -0.217
12 1437.210 —
13 1565.135 1576 -0.689
14 2651.823 mm
15 2678.406 2684 -0.208
1.0  
1.0  
22 in . 
6 in .  
0.268
A
y
Disc Diameter 
Blade Length
TABLE 3 .5
FREQUENCIES OF VIBRATION OF ROTATING (N = 1000  rpm) SIX BLADED PACKET
M3DE
THEORETICAL 
FREQUENCY (HZ) EXPERIMENTAL 
FREQUENCY (HZ)
ERROR
PERCENT
1 95.953 - -
2 489.162 487 0.443
3 494.217 493 0.235
4 510.822 509 0.358
5 522.423 524 -0.301
6 527.400 - -
7 619.952 619 0.153
8 1366.473 1321 3.442
9 1376.921 - -
10 1412.982 1424 -0.773
11 1441.894 - -
12 1454.921 - -
13 1585.314 1579 0.399
14 2691.168 -
15 2716.724 2720 -0.120
A = 1 .0
Y = 1 . 0
Disc Diameter = 22 in .
Blade Length = 6 in .
Lr = 0.268
TABLE 3 .6
FREQUENCIES OF VIBRATION OF ROTATING (N = 2000  rpm) SIX BLADED PACKET
M3DE
THEORETICAL 
FREQUENCY (HZ) EXPERIMENTAL 
FREQUENCY (HZ)
ERROR PERCENT
1 109.823 - -
2 514.857 506 1.750
3 520.010 525 -0.959
4 536.563 - -
5 548.356 537 2.114
6 553.986 550 0.724
7 650.146 635 * 2.385
8 1403.226 1339 4.577
9 1413.773 - -
10 1449.835 1433 1.174
11 1479.039 - -
12 1492.141 _ —
13 1623.118 —
14 2730.913 2721 0.364
15 2757.234 - -
A = 1 .0
y = 1.0
Disc Diameter = 22 in .
Blade Length = 6 in .
Lr = 0.268
TABLE 3 .7
CHAPTER 4
ASSEMBLING OF ELEMENTS
4.1 Introduction
In the present chapter the assembly o f  the elements representing the 
complete structure i s  analysed. The individual element properties are 
defined in  Chapter 3.
The conditions for displacement com patib ility  to occur a t the in terface  
between two typ ica l elements in  the assembly may be l i s t e d  as i )  the same 
displacement model must be used in  both elem ents; i i )  for each element the 
displacements on the in terface must depend only upon the nodal displacements 
occurring on that in ter fa ce . These conditions are s a t is f ie d  in  the 
formulation o f  the element properties.
4 .2  Code-Number Method o f  Formulating the Global S tiffn ess  and Mass Matrices
38S.S . Tezcan in  h is d iscussion  describes the code number method as the
id ea l method for programming. The procedure o f the method may be given  
together with an example in  the follow ing step s.
STEP 1 : Numbering the deformations o f individual members and system. As
shown in  Figure 4 .1 , p ossib le  movements o f  a l l  jo in ts  are described by means 
o f  arrows on a diagram and are numbered in  such a way that the band o f  the 
resu ltin g  global matrix i s  a minimum. Because the computer time and memory 
space required for the so lu tion  o f  a bond matrix i s  su b sta n tia lly  le s s  than 
that for a square matrix, such a system o f  numbering i s  strongly  
recommended, e sp ec ia lly  when dealing with large stru ctu res. The lo c a l  
s t if fn e s s  and mass matrices o f  typ ica l individual member are expressed and 
the end deformation o f  the individual element are shown in  Figure 4 .IB.
STEP 2 : Expression o f Code numbers. The location  o f  each member in  the
system i s  characterised by ser ie s  o f  numbers ca lled  i t s  "code number".
These numbers can be generated w ithin the assembly programme, in  the 
given example they are recorded next to the members on the sketch. In 
w riting a code number, the same sequential order assumed for numbering the
end deformations o f a typ ica l member i s  followed. For each end determination 
o f  the member, a room is  reserved in sid e the code number. One end 
deformation i s  taken at a time and, the number o f  deformation o f  the system  
coinciding with that p articu lar member and deformation i s  entered into the 
corresponding space in  the code number. I f  there i s  no system deformation 
with which to co incide, a zero i s  in serted .
Consider member AB in  Figure 4.1A - i t  i s  rea lised  that at the end A, 
two tran slation s and rotation  o f  AB coincide with deformations 0 , 0 and 0 o f  
the system whereas the end B tran slation s and rotation  1, 2 and 3 o f  the 
system. Therefore, i t s  code number 000123, as shown diagram atically in  
Figure 4.1A.
STEP 3 : Generation o f the main s t if fn e s s  and mass matrices o f the system.
The location  o f an element in  a matrix can be described by w riting  i t s  row 
and column number in  a p a ir . Each space number in  a code number, coupled 
f i r s t  with i t s e l f  and then with a l l  the other numbers to the r ig h t, 
co n stitu tes  the row and column numbers o f elements to be taken from the 
individual s t if fn e s s  and mass m atrices, whereas the numbers in  the correspond­
ing space coupled with each other in  the same manner ind icate the row and 
column numbers o f  the general s t if fn e s s  and mass matrices in to  which these 
elements must be placed. The operation s ta r ts  from the l e f t  s id e o f  the 
code number and proceeds to the r ig h t, considering one number a t a time and 
ignoring a l l  space containing zero. The same operation must be repeated for  
the code numbers o f  a l l  the constituent frame members, in  order to  obtain  
the global m atrices.
In order to  obtain global s t if fn e s s  mass and s t if fn e s s  m atrices o f  the 
system (shrouded blade) a fortran programme i s  w ritten . To represent the 
whole system only shrouded two blades are taken as shown in  Figure 4.1A.
4 . 5,6
13,14.15
10,11,12
0,0,0
0 , 0.0
A -  SHROUDED BLADE WITH 6 ELEMENTS
U:• +  1
6
4
V.*+l
B - SPECIFIED MOVEMENTS OF THE ENDS 
EXAMPLE OF A CODE NUMBERING METHOD
FIGURE 4.1
LOCAL CODE NUMBERS 1 2 3 4 5 6
1st Element 0 0 0 1 2 3
to
(D
2nd Element 1 2 3 4 5 6
'B
&
3rd Element 4 5 6 7 8 9
<Dndou 4th Element 7 8 9 13 14 15
1— 1 
■ r Oo ,5th Element
0 0 0 10 11 12
rHCD 6th Element 10 11 12 13 14
15
The generation o f  the global s t if fn e s s  matrix o f  the frame by 
means o f code numbers may be accomplished as follow s:
Local s t if fn e s s  matrix:
Kn K12 K13 1—1
 
4^ K1S K16
K21 K22 % K24 K25 K26
f—1 K32 K33 K34 K35 K36
K41 K42 K43 K44 K45 K46
K51 K52 K53 K54 K55 KS6
K61 K62 K63 K64 K65 K66
Global s t if fn e s s  matrix can be w ritten  down as the follow ing Table (4 .1 ) .
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CHAPTER 5
1. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The experimental in vestiga tion  consisted  o f obtaining the natural 
frequencies o f  v ibration  o f  s ix  bladed packet.
A sim p lified  representative model o f  a turbine assembly was used to 
compare th eo retica l with experimental r e su lts . A whole s ix  bladed packet 
was machined from a s te e l  p la te  and mounted on a s t i f f  d isc . The. blades and 
shroud were given simple rectangular cro ss-sec tio n . Although th is  was a 
rather crude approximation to the structure o f  a real d isc , blades and shroud 
assembly, i t  was hoped that the model would provide a working estim ate o f  the 
dynamic properties o f  i t s  r e a l - l i f e  counterpart.
The six-bladed packet w ith each blade o f  s ix  inches long and one inch 
wide was fixed  by b o lts  on the twenty two inches diameter d isc  which was a lso  
attached to the shaft o f  the r ig . The b o lts  were a l l  tightened equally thus 
ensuring even clamping over the root sectio n . The r ig  could rotate with 
speed up to 3500 rpm. In order to balance the packet a counter-weight was
mounted on the d isc . The blades and shroud had the same cross sectio n  which
was 1x0.094 . , in .  The p itch  angle o f  the blades was 5.426 degrees.
The e f fe c t  o f  the cen trifu gal force on the vibration  ch a ra cter istic s  o f  
the shrouded blade packet was examined under d ifferen t rotation al speeds.
The general arrangement o f the vibration  apparatus i s  shown in  Figure 5 .1 .
The blades were -vibrated by a lead-zirconate crysta l fixed  c lo se  to the root 
by a su itab le  adhesive. The supply current from an o sc ila to r  (F) was applied  
to the crysta l through the am plifier (E). The output voltage from p iezo­
e le c tr ic  crysta l attached to the blade was displayed on the o sc illo sco p e  (B). 
The frequency o f a lternating current supplied to the electromagnet was varied  
u n til the trace on the o sc illo scop e gave a maximum amplitude. This frequency 
o f  vibration  was considered to be the resonant frequency o f  the packet.
The lead-zirconate gauge co n sists  o f  large numbers o f  c r y s ta l l i t e  
centres bonded together where the orien tation  o f individual cry sta ls  are
altered  to give a permanent p o la r ity  by applying a strong e le c tr ic  f ie ld  o f
about twenty kv per centimetre o f  thickness a t a su itab le  temperature.
These cry sta ls  are volume s e n s it iv e , when an e le c tr ic  f ie ld  i s  applied they 
expand in  the d irection  o f  the f ie ld  and contract by a sm aller amount in  a
d irection  perpendicular to the f ie ld  d irection . This i s  known as the
'converse* p ie z o -e le c tr ic  e f fe c t .  The d irect p ie z o -e le c tr ic  e f fe c t  i s  the
production o f  an e le c tr ic  charge by the compression on tension e ith er  
p a r a lle l or perpendicular to the p olarizing  d irection .
The 'converse' e f fe c t  i s  used when the cry sta ls  are used as e x ite r s .
The 'd irect' e f fe c t  i s  used when the cry sta ls  are used as d efectors.
At low frequencies the impedence o f zirconate stra in  gauges i s  very 
high. Therefore they cannot be used for frequency o f  vibration  under 100 (HZ). 
They are e sp ec ia lly  sa tis fa c to ry  in  y ie ld in g  the higher modes o f  v ib ration s.
When the r ig  was rotated a tu;nable f i l t e r  was connected in  the input 
o f the o sc illo sco p e  (B) to f i l t e r  out undesirable sign a ls coming from the 
mechanical components o f  the rotating  r ig . The packet was rotated  in a 
vacuum chamber to avoid the aerodynamic e f fe c ts  which could a ffe c t  the 
frequencies o f  v ibration . The rotational speed was controlled  by a hydraulic 
control system.
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CHAPTER 6
CUlNCLUSlUINb
In th is  part o f  the present work vibration  ch ara cter istics  o f  rotating  
pre-tw isted  can tilever  blades and rotating packets are d iscussed . As i t  
has been shown in  the f ig u res, the problems have been investigated  with  
d ifferen t ch aracter istics  and the follow ing conclusions are drawn.
6 .1  Pre-lW isted Rotating C antilever Blade
The F in ite  Element Method has been employed for the so lu tion  o f  v ibration  
ch aracter istics  o f a rotating  blade with p re-tw ist and stagger angles in  the 
range o f  0 to 90 degrees. Since the e f fe c t  o f  shear and rotary in e r t ia  on
slender beams i s  small they are neglected . I t  has been shorn that the
assumed d eflec tio n  functions were s u f f ic ie n t  to describe the actual problem.
1. As the rotation al speed increases the frequency o f  v ibration  o f  a l l  modes 
o f  blade with p re-tw ist or stagger angles gradually increase.
2. At any one rotation al speed the frequency o f  v ibration  o f  any mode 
decreases with the increase o f stagger angle.
3. As the rotation al speed in creases, although the frequency increases w ith  
speed, the d ifference between frequencies o f  v ibration  o f  beams with  
d ifferen t p re-tw ist angle w i l l  gradually become sm aller and sm aller.
Therefore the e f f e c t  o f  p re-tw ist angle a fter  a certa in  rotation al speed i s  
very sm all. On the other hand at low rotation al speeds p re-tw ist angles has 
a considerable e f fe c t  on the frequencies o f  v ib ration . As the p re-tw ist  
angle increases the frequency o f  the second and su ccessive ly  higher modes 
decrease.
4. The increase in  rotation al speed w il l  increase the e f fe c t  o f  stagger  
angles, on the frequencies o f  v ibration .
5. The increase in  breadth/thickness ra tio  w ill  reduce the frequency increase  
due to the rotation al speed, but the stagger and p re-tw ist angles s t i l l  e f f e c t  
the frequency.
6.2 Rotating Shrouded Blade Packet
The dynamic behaviour o f  the shrouded blade packet can be predicted by
the application  o f  the F in ite  Element Method. The e f fe c ts  o f  shroud and 
number o f blades on the vibration  ch a ra cter istics  o f  the packet have been 
examined. Since the blades and shroud are considered slender the shear and 
rotary in e r t ia  e f fe c ts  are ignored. I t  has been shorn that the assumed 
d eflectio n  functions for blades and shroud have represented the behaviour o f  
the rotating packet with good accuracy.
1. As expected, when the mass o f  the shroud increases the frequency parameters 
for every mode decrease w ith or without rotation al speed.
2. As the rotation al speed increases the frequency o f  a l l  the modes increase
with a constant mass o f  the shroud.
3. As e a r lie r  mentioned for low ( y / a )  and high Lr ra tio s  the number o f batch
mode frequencies increases. On the other hand for low Lr ra tio s  there are
(NB-1) number o f batch modes.
4. I t  i s  seen that v ibration  o f a bladed packet i s  a coupled vibration  where 
independent modes o f vibration  of the blades and shrouds are coupled.
5. The general behaviour o f  a packet o f  blades can be predicted from the 
frequency inference diagram p lo tted  for a two-bladed packet.
*********
APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
1.1  BASIC BEAM EQUATIONS
1 .1 .1  Equation for Bending o f a Beam in  one Plane
Figure (Al-1) shows a short element o f length dZ of a beam subjected  
to bending in  the (y,Z) plane, where axes XX and YY are the principal axes 
and Z axis represent the undeformed p o sitio n  o f  the element.
The element i s  subjected to an external bending moment in  the (y,Z)
plane such that the fib res above the XX axis are in  tension . Using
standard assumptions that the in i t i a l l y  plane section s remain plane a fter  
bending, the stra in  e on fib re  AA’ o f area dA and distance (a) from the 
neutral fib res in  the(Z ,x) plane i s  given by:
AA' = dZ = Rd cf>  (Alvl)
CB' = a d <J>  (A1.2)
e = top- = t  '  (A1-3)
and in  another form,
e =  (A1.4)
where <J> = d.y ......... (A1.5)
dZ
is  the slope o f  the element, a fter  bending, and R i s  the radius o f  curvature 
at the element due to bending in  the (y,Z) plane.
Thus, the s tre ss  becomes:
a = Ee = E |   (A1.6)
Making use o f the equation (A l.l)  and (A1.5) the follow ing expression can be 
w ritten:
A  - §  = $   :(A1- 7)
Substitu ting equation (A1.7) into equation (A1.6) s tr e ss  becomes:
,2
a
a = Ea — .......... (A1.8)
dZ
and so the longitudinal force dF on the fib re  i s  given by:
■,2
dF = adA = Ea dA.............................................................. .......... (A1.9)
The moments o f the force dF about XX axis i s :
dMy = dF. a 
and su b stitu tin g  the value o f  dF,
§
dZ‘
dMy = E a2 dA  (A1.10)
and in tegrating over cro ss-sectio n  o f  the beam the to ta l moment, becomes:
=  E I x x  f z   C A 1 . 1 1 )
dZ2
where Ixx = [  a2 dA . . . . . (A1.12)
A
is  the moment o f  in e r t ia  about the xx a x is . S im ilarly  i t  can be seen that 
i f  an external bending moment i s  applied in  the (x,Z) plane then 
corresponding relationsh ip  i s  given by:
“x  ■ V  $ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... t41-13>
1 .1 .2  Equation for Bending o f  a Beam Simultaneously in  Two D irections
I f  a short beam element i s  subjected to bending simultaneously in  the 
(x,Z) and (y,Z) p lanes, as shown in  Figure A1.2, the fib res in  the f i r s t  
quadrent w il l  be in  tension.
Let the bending moments ^  and be in  the planes (x,Z) and (y,Z) 
resp ective ly . Due to these bending radius o f  curvature w il l  be R-^  and R2 
in  the (x,Z) plane and (y,Z) plane resp ective ly .
The Z axis o f  the (x ,y ,2 ) co-ordinate system i s  coincident with  
undeformed p o sitio n  o f the e la s t ic  a x is , XX and YY are - the p rincipal axes 
which are in clin ed  a t an angle a to  the co-ordinate axes xx and yy 
resp ective ly .
Adopting the usual assumptions that in i t i a l l y  plane section s remain
plane a fte r  bending, the stra in  un the longitudinal fib re AA o f  area, at
u
distances b and a from the n etra l fib re  in  the x and y d irections resp ectively  
becomes:
(R-, + b)d(})1 -  d<j>-i (Ro+ a)d<{>9 - R9 d<j>9
e = —---------- ------- -------  + — .....................................       .(A1.14)
dZ dZ
a fter  re-arranging i t  becomes:
b d ^  a d<i>?
e =    +     (A1.15)
dZ dZ
where <f>^ = ^  and ^2 = dZ are s -^°Pes -*-n x y  d irections
resp ective ly .
I n it ia l  length (dZ) can be w ritten  as before:
dZ = R± d ^  = F^ d«J>2  (A1.16)
• Substitu ting th is  equation in to  equation (A1.14) the stra in  e becomes:
e = | -  + § -   (A1.17)
*1 2
So, the s tr e ss  on the fib re  is :
c = Ee =  (A1.18)
1 2
From equation (A1.16) i t  can be seen that:
1 j 2
= W  = ^  . . . . . (A 1 .1 9 )
f- = ar- = ^2  (A1-20)*2 d2£ dZ
Now, su b stitu tin g  equations (A1.19) and (A1.20) in to  equation (A1.18) s tr e s s
* s :  2 2
O = Eb + Ea  (A1.21)
A F  dZ
and so the longitudinal force dF on the fib re  is :
2 2
dF = odA = (Eb + Ea 2-X ) dA ......... (A1.22)
dZ dZ
The moment OI UIJLb l U I L C  c l U U U L  U'IC y y  c w a o  jlo g i v e n  u y  .
? ^  c\ \ t
dM = (Eb -E-4 + Eab $LL ) dA  (A1.23)
■ d2 d2
Sim ilarly the moment dM^  o f  th is  force about the axis xx can be w ritten  as:
2 2
dM, = (Eba T *  + Ea2 ) dA  (A1.24)
' d2 d2
Integrating over the cro ss-sectio n  o f  the beam gives the to ta l moments and
My, as follow s:
■ EI>y J ?  * EV  $   (A1-ZS)
*V' = EIXX ^2 + EIxy  CM<26)y  xx dgz dgz
1.2 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SECOND kDMENTS OF AREA
Figure (A1.3) shows the cro ss-sectio n  o f a beam with p rincipal axes XX 
and YY. These axes make an angle a w ith the co-ordinate axes xx and yy 
resp ective ly .
^  = y  y2 dA = y2 dX.dY.  (A1.27)
A
From the figu re , i t  can be w ritten  that:
y = X s in  a + Y cos a  (A1.28)
Substituting th is  value in to  equation (A1.27) gives:
I „  = I UX2 s in 2a + 2XY s in  a cos a + Y2 cos2 a) dX.dY.
XX ** J
= 1 ^  s in 2 a + 1 ^  s in  2a + 1 ^  cos a
since the product moment o f  area o f I about the principal axes i s  zero:
XY
*xx = IYY sin2 a + Jxx COs2 a . . . . . (A 1 .2 9 )
Again from the fig u re , since:
x = X cos a -  Y s in  a  (A1.30)
the in er tia  term about the yy axis:
I = j  x 2 dA  (A1.31)
A
becomes:
I = I cos2 a + I s in 2 a .........(A1.32)yy YY XX
The product moment o f area I about xx and yy axes i s :
I = ^  xydA = ^  x y  dX dY ......... (A1.33)
A
Substituting equations (A1.28) and (A1.30) for x and y the equation (A1.33) 
becomes:
s in  a + Y cos a) (X cos a- Y s in  a) dX dY 
I = I  (Iyy " IXX') s in  2a  (A1.34)
*********
APPENDIX 2
2.1 ENERGY EQUATIONS OF UNIFORM AND CURVED BEAM
The fib ra tion  ch ara cter istics  o f structures can be analysed using energy 
theorems. Hence i t  i s  necessary to use energy expressions for the beam
elements. In th is  appendix some u sefu l energy expressions are derived for
the application  o f the method in  la te r  sectio n s.
2 .1 .1  Strain Energy due to Bending in  One Plane
For a beam subjected to bending in  the (y,Z) p lane, the stra in  energy 
dUb o f a short element o f length dZ, n eg lecting  the shear and rotary e f fe c t s ,  
i s  given by:
dUb =  I  M y  dcj>
dUb = \  1 ,^ dZ .(A2.1)
Substitu ting equations (A1.7) and (A l.l l )  in to  equation (A2.1) the stra in  
energy o f a short element i s  given by:
dUb = * EIxx ( § ) 2 dZ .......... <A2-2)
For en tire  length o f  the beam, i t  i s :
-L
ub = [  1 EI ( & \  d2  CA2.3)o  XX
I t  can also  be w ritten  in  terms o f  bending s lo p e , as fo llo w s:
X  y j  _ . 2
ub = f  » EIx x ( ^ f )  d2  CA2-4)
o
For a beam subjected to bending in  the (x,Z) plane, the stra in  energy dU^  for  
the en tire  beam i s  given by:
^  ( ! ? )  d!  ‘" - S)O
In terms o f  bending shape a , the stra in  energy becomes:
A
-L '  d<f.x'2
Ub = S  i E Iyy  ( f j  dZ  CA2-6)
o
2 .1 .2  Strain Energy due to Simultaneous Bending in  Two Planes
For a beam subjected to. simultaneous bending in  the (x,Z) and (y,Z) 
planes, the stra in  energy dU^  o f  a short element i f  length dZ i s  given by:
dUb = I M* d ^  + 1 d*2
dh d<f>, dZ  (A2.7)dub -  i  Mx d T  d2 + 1 &
d<f> d<J> 2
Substitu ting the value o f  M ,^ M and from equations (A1.25),
(A1.26), (A1.19), (A1.20) resp ectiv e ly  into equation (A2.7) then, the stra in  
energy o f  a short element i s  given by:
Ly y  [  dz2
£ 
dZ'
a2d x 
J dZ2
dZ +
/  d2x \ 1 d2y dZ
d2x \ (< l-
6.1“ '  vdZ2 ' 2 U z 2
dZ
(A2.8)
(A2.9)
For the en tire  length , (L), the stra in  energy o f  simultaneous bending i s  
given by:
( § f -• - , ( £ ) ( &   —
In terms o f  bending shapes th is  stra in  energy expression can be w ritten  as 
fo llo w s:
Noticing that <f> dxdZ
v  - 1
[ >  m
+ Elxy I dZ
d4»y *  > ( i t f  J dZ .......... (A 2 .ll)
2 .1 .3  Strain Energy o f a Beam Vibrating Longitudinally
Consider an element o f a beam vibrating lon gitu d in a lly  in the (y,x) 
plane as shown in  Figure A2.1.
The follow ing assumptions are made in  obtaining the energy equation
a -  The beam has constant cross section  (A)
b -  During the vibration  the cross section s normal to axis o f  the 
beam remain plane and normal to the a x is , 
c -  The p a r tic le s  in  a normal cross sectio n  move in the ax ia l 
d irection  o f the beam. *
These assumptions are generally sa tis fa c to ry  for low modes o f  v ibrations.
Considering an element o f  th is  beam o f  length dx, i f  u i s  the
3iidisplacement at x , the displacement o f x + dx w il l  be u + -r— dx. . I t  i s
oX
obvious that the element dx in  the new p o sitio n  has changed in  length by an 
amount^-!^) dx and thus u n it stra in  i s  . Since from the Hooke's law, the
^ dX  * dX
ratio  o f  u n it stra in  i s  equal to the modulus o f  e la s t ic i t y  E, i t  can be w ritten  
th a t:
e = f  -  I  = m ...................................................................................... ......... (A 2- ^
Work done by the force F and stored in  the form o f e la s t ic  stra in  
energy for small element i s  thus given by:
dUL = I  F du
dUL = i F |H  dx...................................................................................................... CA2.13)
Since U i s  the function o f x alone, the follow ing expression for the 
stra in  energy can be w ritten:
dUL = * m  i f  ZE ^
2
d u f  = i  E a ( ^ )  dx .........(A2.14)
Thus for the whole length o f  beam the stra in  energy i s  obtained as:
L 2
UL = (  \  EA ( ^ J  dx ......... (A2.1S)
2 .1 .4  Strain Energy due to Torsion
I f  a beam i s  subjected to torsion  about the (ZZ) axis only the s tra in  
energy dUt  in  a short element is :
dUt  = I  T d 8
dUt  = I  T | |  dZ  (A2.16)
1 fi
From strength o f  m aterials theory the torque T = GJ Substitu ting
in to  equation (A2.16) the stra in  energy o f  a short element due to torsion  
becomes:
dut = * &  i  t  dz
2
dUt  = I  G j(g |) dZ ■ . . . . . (A 2 .1 7 )
For the en tire  beam the stra in  energy i s  given by:
Ut  = f l  GJ d ! ) 2 dZ .(A2.18)
o
where 6 i s  an angular displacement.
2 .1 .5  K inetic Energy o f a Beam Vibrating in  One Plane
I f  an element o f  length dZ o f  a beam vibrates in  the (Z,y) plane with  
an instantaneous displacement y from the re s t  p o s it io n , the k in e tic  energy 
dT^  o f the element i s  given by:
dTb = I  pA dZ y 2 .......... (A2.19)
Hence the instantaneous k in e tic  energy o f  the en tire  beam length L i s  given by:
rb
r h  2Th = ( 1 pA y dZ  (A2.20)
o
Sim ilarly , for the beam vibrating in  the (x,Z) plane the instantaneous k in etic  
energy i s  given by:
yk 2Tb = T 1 pA x dZ  (A2.21)
o
2 .1 .6  K inetic Energy o f a Beam Vibrating Simultaneously in Two Planes
I f  a short element o f  a beam vibrates sim ultaneously in the (y,Z) and 
(x,Z) planes the instantaneous displacements o f  the centroid o f the element 
from the equilibrium p o sitio n  w il l  be y and x in  the (y,Z) and (x,Z) planes
resp ective ly . Then the k in e tic  energy o f a short element can be w ritten  as 
fo llo w s:
dT, = I  pA dZ (x )2 + I  A dZ (y )2  (A2.22)
For the en tire  beam o f length L the k in etic  energy i s  given by:
L
Tb = \  I pA (x 2 + y 2) dS  (A2.23)
o
2 .1 .7  K inetic Energy o f  a Beam in  Torsional Vibration
I f  a short element o f a beam o f length dZ i s  subjected to a torsion al 
vibration  about i t s  centroid as shown in  Figure A2.2, having an angular 
displacement at any in sta n t, the k in etic  energy o f  the element w il l  be given  
by:
dT = I  pip dZ e2  (A2.24)
Integrating over the whole length L o f  the beam the instantaneous k in e tic  
energy o f  the whole beam i s  given by:
Tt  = ( L * pIp ds  (A2-2s:)
2 .1 .8  Energy Expressions for a Shrouded Rotating BladessVibrating in  i t s  
Own Plane
2 .1 .8 .1  Strain Energy due to Bending in  One Plane
The shroud w il l  be considered as a c ircu lar  ring or a uniformly curved 
beam that i s  symmetrical about the plane o f  i t s  centroidal axis and i s  
considered to be defoimed in  i t s  own plane.
Figure A2.3 shows the notations used and general configuration o f  the 
system.
Considering f i r s t  the blade d eflection s re la tiv e  to the stationary  
p o sitio n  due to cen trifu gal force, as seen in  Figure A2.3a; the cen trifu gal 
force on the blade element has two components at the d eflected  p o sitio n  (A), 
which are radial and circum ferential. There are d eflectio n s and in  
these d irections resp ectiv e ly , as shown in Figure A2.3b. These d efle c tio n s
are a t a distance (h) from the centroidal axis o f the blade. I t  i s  assumed 
that Vb does not vary on a cross sec tio n , hence = V .^ Following Winkler's 
theory we assume that cross section  remains plane and normal to the curvature 
o f  the d eflectio n  in  Figure A2.3, where and Ub are d eflec tio n s on the 
centroidal axis o f blade.
I f  Ub i s  zero at a p lace , the displacement Ub resu lts  e n t ir e ly  from 
rotation  o f  a cross sec tio n , hence the f i r s t  degree term is :
Ub = -  hV'b .........(A2.26)
where VV denotes ^ b
b HF-
I f  Ub i s  not zero, an additional displacement resu lts  from Ub, th is  i s  
the same as Ub because Ub does not vary over the cross section  (1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ) .  
Accordingly, the lin earized  displacement equations are as follow s:
ub = -hV'b + Ub ......... (A2.27)
Vb = Vb ......... (A2.28)
The stra in  o f a fib re  at a distance (h) i s  denoted by e (h ). The part
o f  the s tra in  that resu lts  from the radial displacement 1^  i s  ^ b  a t a
dr
distance (h ).
The circum ferential displacement Vb does not cause any s tr a in , hence the 
to ta l stra in  i s  given by: 
duh
< h ) = = U’b . . . . . .  (A2.29)
Substituting the value o f  U' into th is  equation i t  becomes:
e(h) = -h V'b + U'b . . . . . (A 2 .3 0 )
A volume element o f  a blade is :  
dV = b.dh.dr
and consequently i f  the m aterial obeys Hooke's law the stra in  energy' can be 
w ritten as fo llo w s:
= f  l  E e(h ) 2 dV................................................................................................... .(A2.31)
v
Substituting equation (A2.30) in fo  equation (A2.31) i t  becomes:
Us t  = f  I  E b (h2 V"b2 -  2 h r  U'b + U'b2) dr. dh
Integrating th is  equation with respect to dh i t  becomes:
Ust = ?  /  ( £  n 2 + b b ’b2 )d r  
o
and i t  can a lso  be w ritten  in  another form as follow s:
-  f  n 2 * ¥  O  ■ ' ........... ^
o
where EIrr i s  the second moment o f  area (1 ,2 ,5 ,7 ) about the (r) a x is .
2 .1 .8 .2  Calculation o f Strain Energy due to Centrifugal Force on Blade Elements 
As shown in  Figure A2.3 the cen trifu ga l force acting on blade elements is :
dF = pAb dr w2 Cr + Ub) ...........(A2.33)
As seen in  the figure th is  force has two components in  the d eflec ted  p o sitio n
(A1) which are dF„ and dF. along the (r) and G d irections resp ectiv e ly . Where:r 0
dF = dF s in  e  (A2.34)
G
For small displacements:
s in  3 = 3   (A2.35)
then:
dF0 = dF 3
From the geometry o f  Figure A2.3,B can be w ritten  in  the follow ing form, as:
» =  <A2-36>
Since the force dF. increases lin ea r ly  from zero a t next p o sitio n  A, the 
average force during the displacement (3) i s  \  dFQ, with force and motion in  
the same d irection  the corresponding gain o f  p o ten tia l energy dU0 i s :
dU0 = -  I  dF0 Vb .(A2.37)
Substitu ting equations (A2.33) and (A2.36) in to  equation (A2.37) i t  becomes:
and the component dF is :
dF. dF cos 3 (A 2 .3 9 )
cos 3 . « i  since the 3 i s  sm all.
dFr = dF (A2.40)
The stra in  energy due to th is  force can be w ritten  as fo llow s:
dUr = - dF.A (A2.41)
where A i s  the to ta l d eflec tio n  o f an element, since U i s  too small compared
not
Awith a i t  i s  tahen in to account. A can be calcu lated  as follow s:
dvi
•o
AN ELEMENT BEFORE AND AFTER DEFLECTION SHOWING THE RELATIVE 
DISPLACEMENT dA OF THE ENDS
FIGURE A2.4
dr2 = dV, 2 + (dr - dA) 2 (A2.42)
Ignoring small terms i t  becomes:
dA = I ( 22 ' dn dri
Integrating for whole beam i t  becomes: 
L /dV, \ 2
S u b s t i t u t in g  e q u a t io n  (A 2 .4 3 ) in t o  e q u a t io n  (A 2 .4 1 ) i t  b ecom es:
(A 2 .4 4 )
o o
Re-arranging i t  for the f in i t e  element form i t  becomes:
o r o o
drk . . . .  (A2.45)
where: r, = r. + r ( i  = 1 , 2K X n)
2 .1 .8 .3  Calculation o f the Strain Energy for a Curved Beam without Shear 
Deformation
From equation (A2.31) the stra in  energy for a volume element i s :
where e(Z) i s  the normal stra in  o f a cro ss-sectio n  at a distance Z from the 
centroidal a x is , as illu s tr a te d  in  Figure A2.5.
The radial and circum ferential components o f  displacement at a distance  
Z from the centroidal axis are denoted by Us and Vs . I t  i s  assumed that Us 
does not vary on a cro ss-sec tio n , hence Us = U • Following the W inkler's 
theory i t  i s  assumed that cro ss-sectio n  remain plane and normal to the 
centroidal axis under d efom ation . Then i f  Vs = o the displacement Vs re su lts  
e n tir e ly  from rotation  o f the cro ss-sec tio n , hence the f i r s t  degree term is :
where u 's =
I f  Vg = 0 then an add itional displacement re s u lts  from Vg , th is  equals
(A2.46)
v
(A2.47)
2
to ( 1 + -g) Vg. Accordingly, the lin earized  displacement equations are:
(A2.48)
(A2.49)
The stra in  e(Z) at a distance (Z) can be derived as fo llow s. I t  has
two components, one resu lts  froirjthe circum ferential Vs , and the other resu lts  
from the radial displacement.
e + e v„ u s s
dV
v dS
where dS = ds (1 + ^)
R V1
and
v
u
R + Z
U
R + Z
.(A2.S0)
(A2.51)
(A2.S2)
(A2.53)
(A2.54)
From equation (A2.49) having V’ and su b stitu tin g  in to  equation (A2.50) i t
becomes: 
V':
Hence:
Z U"s + (1 + f )  V's (A2.55)
 (A2.56)
A volume element o f  the beam i s  (R + Z) d 0 dA su b stitu tin g  th is  and equation 
(A2.56) in to  equation (A2.4 6 ), equation (A2.59) can be obtained by using  
Winkler’s dimensionless constant Z.
f zdA = _ 7 A 3 R + z L A S
(A2.57)
g2dA 
R + Z ZX As R
and noting that Z dA = o , since Z i s  measured from the centroid . Also the 
follow ing approximation can be obtained from the la s t  equation o f  (A2.57).
I f  R » Z .
,2
dA r  = z a s r
z 2 (A 2 .5 8 )
(A2.59)
o
= 2 * RNB M
where Ng i s  the number o f blades and M i s  the number o f elements chosen along 
the shroud.
2 .1 .8 .4  Calculation o f Strain Energy due to Centrifugal Force for Curved Beam 
Shroud i s  assumed as a curved beam. The centrifugal force dF is :
dF = pds dAs u)2 (R + Z) + U . . . . . (A 2 .6 0 )
As il lu s tr a te d  in  the Figure A2.6 the centrifugal force dF has two
conponents in  the deflected  p o s itio n , which are dF, and dF_. Where:r  0
dFr = dF cos 3  (A2.61)
for small displacements cos 3 - 1 .  Hence (A2.61) becomes:
dFr = dF  (A2.62)
and the o ther component dF i s :
dF = s in  3  (A2.63)
0
As before for small displacements s in  3 = 3 . 3 i s  a lso  from the geometry o f
system is :
The stra in  energy due to component dFr in:
(A2.65)
Substituting equation (A2.60) in to  th is  equation i t  becomes:
The f i r s t  part o f  the above equation gives the work done by the cen trifu gal 
force P where:
p = f  T  P U 2  (R + Z) dAs    (A2.67b)
o ’’As
Ur = - p o > f  f  Us dAs ds .........(A2.68)
2 o As
gives the stra in  energy due to cen trifu gal force. The stra in  energy due to  
component dF0 can a lso  be w ritten  as:
due = dPe Vs ......... (A2.69)
Since the force dF i s  increasing lin ea r ly  i t  i s  averaged, and being in  the 
same d irection  as motion negative sign  i s  introduced in to  the expression  
(A2.69).
Substituting equation (A2.60) and (A2.64) into equation (A2.69) i t  
becomes:
dU0 = - 1  po2 Vs2 ds dAs ......... (A2.70)
Substituting equation (A2.49) into th is  equation and in tegrating  for certa in
length Lg i t  becomes:
2
U0 = 1 PCO2 |  f  [ - 2  u ' s  + • ^ l v s ]   (A 2 - 7 1 )
0
Hence, the to ta l stra in  energy due to cen trifu gal force can thus be w ritten  as:
(uc ) = -  i  po/( H I -  ZUS + ^  VsJ + 2  Us  ^ |  dAsds .......... (A2.73)
c  J ,
S 0 As
2. 1 .8 . 5  K inetic Energy o f a Uniformly Curved Beam Vibrating in i t s  om  Plane
When a small element o f  length ds o f  a curved beam v ib ra tes, noting the
co-ordinates defined for curved beam in Figure A2.6,  the k in etic  energy dT o f
the element, n eg lecting  the rotary and shear e f fe c t s ,  i s  given by:
•  2 * 2
dT = I  PAs ds (Us + V s ) / .  . . . . . ( A 2 . 7 4 )
Hence the instantaneous k in etic  energy o f the whole beam o f length Ls i s  
given by:
Ls
T = |  I  PAS (Us 2 + V s 2) ds . . . . . ( A 2 . 7 S )
o
APPENDIX 3 u
3.1 EIGENVALUES OF [A ] {X } = [B ] {X } WITH BAND SYMMETRIC
[A ] and |B ] Matrices
Hie determination o f  the beam eigenvalues and eigenvectors by the F in ite  
Element Method requires the so lu tion  o f  the eigenvalue problem.
The eigenvalues o f the equation:
[A] {X} = A jB] {X}  (A3.1)
where A and B are symmetric and B i s  p o s it iv e  d e f in ite , can be found by 
transforming the equation in to  the standard eigenvalue problem, which i s :
. [C] {Y} = A {Y} -------(A3.2)
Equation (A3.1) can be reduced to the standard form by inverting  B .
IB]"1 [A] {X} = A {X}
pr [C] {X} = x {X}............................................................................................. ......... (A3.3)
where [C] i s  not a symmetric matrix.
The main disadvantages o f th is  method are th reefo ld , f i r s t ly ,  as JC] i s  
not a symmetric matrix, large computer storage i s  necessary. Secondly 
inversion o f  [B] when i t  i s  o f  large order uses large amounts o f  computer 
storage and time, e sp ec ia lly  as the inverse o f a band matrix i s  a f u l l  
m atrix. Thirdly the unsymmetric eigenvalue problem i s  more complicated to  
so lve than the standard symmetric eigenvalue problem, hence requiring even 
more computer storage and running time. There are a lo t  o f  algorithms to  
so lve equation (A3.1) but se lec ted  algorithms must give the follow ing  
c r ite r ia :
1. Numerical S ta b ility
2. Assured convergence
3. R eliable in  terms of time estim ates.
The most commonly used method o f reducing the equation (A3.1) to the 
standard symmetric eigenvalue problem is  the Choleski fa ctoriza tion  method.
By making use o f the p o sitiv e  d efin iten ess property, the matrix [B] 
decomposes into the form:
P ]  = [L] [L]T............................................................................................... .........(A3.4)
where [L] i s  a lower triangular matrix. This equation (A3.1) becomes:
[A] (X) = X [L] [L]T {X} . . . . . ( A 3 . 5 )
“1pre-m ultiplying th is  equation by [L]
[L]"1 [A] {X} = X [L]T {X}...................................................................... .........
The l e f t  hand side o f th is  equation can be m ultip lied  by:
T -1 T
I P ] 1] [L] “ [I]
or
-T T [L] [L] = [I]
where [ I ] i s  a u n it matrix.
Hence:
[L]'1 [A] [L]'T [L]X {X} = x [L]T {X}
or:
[C] {Y} X {Y} ......... (A3.6)
- 1  -Twhere [C] = [L] [A] [L] and i s  a symmetric matrix and:
{Y} = [L]T {X} ......... (A3.7)
Comparing equations (A3.1) and (A3.3) i t  can be concluded that the 
eigenvalues o f [A]{X> = x [B] {X} are these o f [C] {Y} = {Y} and also
that the eigenvectors o f  the or ig in a l equation (A3.-1) are given by:
{X} = [L]T {Y} ......... (A3.8)
where {Y} are the eigenvectors o f  reduced equation (A3.3).
39R.S. Martin and J.H. Wilkinson present procedures to accomplish such 
reductions.
Solution o f  standard real symmetric eigenvalue problems can be achieved  
by several methods. W ilkinson^ suggests that probably the most e f f ic ie n t  
o f  the known methods, when a l l  the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are required,
i s  to reduce the given matrix to tridiagonal fonn using Householder Reduction 
and to ca lcu la te  the eigenvalues and eigenvectors o f  the trid iagonal matrix 
using the QL or QR transformations.
The Jacobi Method^’^  can be very e f f ic ie n t  i f  the order o f  the 
matrix i s  sm all, but R utishouser^ suggests that for large order matrices 
and band matrices the Jacobi method should not be used.
The procedure parameters are:
[A] the s t if fn e s s  matrix,
[B] the in e r t ia  matrix.
3.2 HOUSEHOLDER1 S TRIDIAGONALIZATION OF A SYMMETRIC MATRIX
Householder’s trid iagon aliza tion  reduces a symmetric rea l matrix to 
tridiagonal form, using the elementary Hermitian orthogonal m atrices. The 
method i s  based on the orthogonality property o f the eigenvalue problem.
A matrix [V] i s  ca lled  to be orthogonal i f  i t  s a t i s f ie s  the follow ing  
equation:
m T[V] = [I]............................................................................................................. (A3.9)
or [V]T = [V]-1
Now, consider the standard eigenvalue problem:
[A] {X} = X {X}.............................................................................................. ......... (A3.10)
TPre-m ultiplying th is  equation by [V] :
[V]T [A] {X} = X [V]T {X}
l e t  {X> = [V] {Y} ......... (A3.11)
then [V]T [A] [V] {Y} = X [V]T (V] (Y)
or [B] {Y} = X {Y}
where [B] = [V]T [A] [V] . . . . . ( A 3 . 1 2 )
Comparing equations (A3.10) and (A3.12) i t  can be concluded that the 
eigenvalues are invariant under orthogonal transformation. The eigenvectors 
o f the or ig in a l equation can e a s ily  be calcu lated  from the eigenvectors o f  
transformed equations using equation (A311).
The orthogonal matrices w il l  be denoted by [Vr] , with the general 
structure:
[Vr ] = [I] -  2 {Wr } {Wr }T
where [I] i s  u n it matrix and Wr i s  a vector having N components o f which
the f i r s t  r are zero and:
{Wr > {Wr )T = 1
*
I t  i s  evident that {Vr > i s  a symmetric matrix. Also:
[vr ] T [Vr ] = [ i]  -  4 {Wr } {wr }T + 4 f l y  f l y T { t y  { i y T
since
{Wr } {Wr }T = 1 and [Vr ] [Vr ]T = [I]
i . e .  [Vr ] i s  an ortliogonal matrix.
>
I f  the ortliogonal transformation i s  applied to equation (A3.10).
[At] = [yr]T CAr-l] PV
where r = 2, 3  , (N-l)
and t y  -  ['A] the or ig in a l matrix.
The or ig in a l matrix i s  transformed, but i t s  eigenvalues are the same. 
There are (N~2) steps in  the reduction, in  the rth  o f  which the zeros are 
introduced in  the rth row and rth column without destroying the zeros 
introduced in  the previous step s. I f  the matrix i s  band matrix and only 1 
to 4 eigenvalues are required then the QL and QR methods are very e f f ic ie n t .
In cases when a l l  the eigenvalues required i t  i s  necessary to transform [A] 
to tridiagonal form, before applying the QL or QR methods.
APPENDIX 4 a
Due to the presence o f p re-tw ist angles in  a blade and trigonom etric 
shape functions o f shroud elements some trigonom etric in tegra l terms e x is t  in  
the energy equations o f  the blade and shroud. In th is  appendix some o f  
these in teg ra ls  w il l  be introduced:
^*sin ax dx = - cos ax  (A4.1)
C 1 x\x  s in  ax dx = (—y s in  ax -  — cos ax)  (A4.2)
J i\ l  a
\ s in  ax dx = s in  ax + d r  -  tt-D cos ax ] .......... (A4.3)
J a1 a
j sin^ ax dx = [$ -  A- s in  2 ax ]  (A4.4)
C cos ax dx — s in  ax  (A4.5)u a
/" 1 y
y x  cos ax dx = ( - j  cos ax + — sin  ax)  (A4.6)
a
C x2 cos ax dx = [^£ cos ax + (-—  •?-) s in  ax ] . . . . .  (A4.7)
J a a a5
f  cos2 ax dx = s in  2 ax ] ......... (A4.8)
r  1 2I s in  ax cos ax dx = ^ -  s in  ax .........(A4.9)
cos2 x = \  (1 + cos 2x)......................................................................... (A4.10)
s in 2 x = I  (1 ” cos 2x)  (A 4 .ll)
s in  x cos x = \  s i11 2x  (A4.12)
****** * * *
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